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PFurtive: . . . done by stealth: *(++S-)M)M/(*b:1
PSubsidy: . . . a grant by a government to a private person or
company to assist an enterprise deemed advantageous to the
-(kJMVb:2
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I. INTRODUCTION
The energy sector, and the fossil fuel industry in particular, has long
S0L/hSU l KM0U /Q *-SVMlJ */JMVM)(US (0US+ /(+ 0l)M/06* 2/*) M2-/+)l0)
environmental laws. This privileged status cuts across environmental
media. Exemptions and other special provisions lighten the regulatory
burden for fossil fuels in the context of clean air regulation, water
resource protection, and solid waste disposal requirements. 3 Collectively,
these various provisions exclude certain commercial and industrial
activity from regulatory obligations across the fossil fuel life cycle. These
* Patrice Lumumba Simms is an Associate Professor at Howard University School of Law in
Washington, D.C. During the editing in preparation for publication, Professor Simms took a new
position as Vice P+S*MUS0) Q/+ YM)MOl)M/0 M0 `l+)NL(*)MVS6* 4l*NM0O)/0c qb!b /QQMVSb
1 MERRIAM WEBSTER6 S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY 473 (10th ed. 2001).
2 Id. at 1170.
3 Several critical regulatory exceptions are specifically identified below. See infra notes 4T13
and accompanying text. Part III of this Article includes a detailed discussion of two such exclusions,
(0US+ )NS !JSl0 #M+ #V)6* Nlgl+U/(* lM+ -/JJ()l0) -+/O+l2 l0U )NS <S*/(+VS !/0*S+'l)M/0 l0U
<SV/'S+h #V) fP<!<#:eb See infra Part III.
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exemptions sanction the externalization of certain environmental costs;
that is to say, they often operate to shift a portion of the true costs of the
industrial activity from the commercial actor onto an unsuspecting public
(often onto specific and identifiable communities). Accordingly, such
regulatory exclusions should be viewed as a special and distinct class of
industry subsidyRone which, because of its potentiality for mischief and
its inconsistency with well-established ethical principles, should be
viewed as inherently suspect and subject to special scrutiny.
Among some of the most significant exclusions, exemptions, and
special conditions for fossil fuels are:
! The initial (and ongoing) exclusion of fossil fuel fired electric
OS0S+l)M0O (0M)* fP`^7*:e Q+/2 )NS !JSl0 #M+ #V)6* fP!##:e
-+/'M*M/0* )l+OS)M0O Nlgl+U/(* lM+ -/JJ()l0) fP]#>:e S2M**M/0*.4
! The special treatment with regard to the aggregation of HAP
emissions from oil and gas exploration and production activities
(0US+ )NS !JSl0 #M+ #V)6* USQM0M)M/0 /Q l P2lL/+ */(+VSb:5

4 See Clean Air Act of 1963 § 112(n)(1), 40 C.F.R. § 7412(n)(1) (2015). As discussed at length
in Part III of this Article, EPA recently promulgated regulations that would function to pull EGUs
jM)NM0 )NS +SO(Jl)/+h *V/-S /Q & IIHb ]/jS'S+c `>#6* +(JS jl* *(VVSssfully challenged, see
Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. 2699 (2015), and sources are not yet obliged to control emissions
under CAA § 112. Thus, as a result of the sector-specific statutory exclusion embodied in § 112(n),
the utility sector has enjoyed two decades of special treatment under a clean air program that applies
to virtually ever other industry sector. See generally National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants from Coal- and Oil-Fired Electric Utility Steam Generating Units and Standards of
Performance for Fossil-Fuel-Fired Electric Utility, Industrial-Commercial- Institutional, and Small
Industrial- Commercial-Institutional Steam Generating Units, 77 Fed. Reg. 9304 (Feb. 16, 2012)
nNS+SM0lQ)S+ PHaIH `^7 X#!9 <(JS:mb
5 CAA § 112(n)(4), 40 C.F.R. § 7412(n)(4) (2015). Under § 112, the EPA sets uniform federal
emission standards for major sources of HAPs on a source category by source category basis. See
Clean Air Act §§ 112(c)(1), (d)(1) T (3), 40 C.F.R. §§ 7412(c)(1), (d)(1)T(3). Individual sources
l+S /0Jh *(kLSV) )/ )NS *)l0Ul+U*c N/jS'S+c MQ )NSh ,(lJMQh l* P2lL/+ */(+VS*%: )Nl) M*c MQ )NSh S2M)
at least ten tons per year of any individual HAP or twenty-five tons per year of any combination of
HAPs. CAA § 112(a)(1). Ordinarily, for purposes of calculating tons per year of emissions, EPA
looks at all buildings, structures, facilities, or installations (or groups of such sources) that are
PJ/Vl)SU jM)NM0 l V/0)MO(/(* l+Sl l0U (0US+ V/22/0 V/0)+/Jc: )N(* aggregating the emissions from
multiple individual emission units to determine major source status. Id. For oil and gas facilities ,
however, the statute states:
Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a) of this section, emissions from any oil
or gas exploration or production well (with its associated equipment) and emissions from
any pipeline compressor or pump station shall not be aggregated with emissions from
other similar units, whether or not such units are in a contiguous area or under common
control, to determine whether such units or stations are major sources, and in the case of
any oil or gas exploration or production well (with its associated equipment), such
emissions shall not be aggregated for any purpose under this section.
CAA § 112(n)(4)(A), 42 U.S.C.A. § 7412(n)(4)(A) (2015). See also, Steven H. Lord Jr.,
Aggregation Consternation: Clean Air Act Source Determination Issues in the Oil & Gas Patch,
29 PACE ENVTL. L. REV. 645 (2012). The Act also prevents EPA from regulating smaller oil and
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! The initial exclusion of wastes from oil fields and the combustion
of V/lJ f+SQS++SU )/ NS+SM0 l* PV/lJ l*N:e Q+/2 )NS +SO(Jl)/+h
provision of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
fP<!<#:ec )NS QSUS+lJ *)l)()S lUU+S**M0O )NS 2l0lOS2S0) l0U
disposal of hazardous and non-hazardous solid waste.6
! The exemption for natural gas drilling and extraction from the Safe
q+M0KM0O 4l)S+ #V)6* 70US+O+/(0U \0LSV)M/0 !/0)+/J fP7\!:e
program.7
! The exclusion of oil and gas exploration and extraction from the
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
fP`>!<#:ec M0VJ(UM0O )NS 9/iMV* <SJSl*S \0'S0)/+h fP9<\:e
reporting obligations.8

Ol* */(+VS* f*/ VlJJSU Pl+Sl */(+VS*:e l* M) Nl* )NS l()N/+M)h )/ U/ Q/+ /)NS+ M0U(*)+MS*b !## &
112(n)(4)(B).
6 RCRA §§ 3001(b)(2), (b)(3), 40 U.S.C. §§ 6721(b)(2), (b)(3) (the latter section is often
+SQS++SU )/ l* )NS P"S'MJJ #2S0U2S0):eb 9NS `># Nl* V/UMQMSU )NS*S SiS2-)M/0* l) Fa !b_b<. §
261.4(b)(7). See also, U.S. ENVIRONM ENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, EXEM PTION OF OIL AND GAS
EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION WASTES FROM FEDERAL HAZARDOUS WASTE REGULATIONS
(2002).
7 FH 7b;b! & GaaNfUefIef"e f9NS SiVJ(*M/0 -+/'MUS*@ P9NS )S+2 8(0US+O+/(0U M0LSV)M/06 . . .
excludes . . . the underground injection of fluids or propping agents (other than diesel fuel) pursuant
)/ NhU+l(JMV Q+lV)(+M0O /-S+l)M/0* +SJl)SU )/ /MJc Ol*c /+ OS/)NS+2lJ -+/U(V)M/0 lV)M'M)MS*b:eb 9NM* M*
/Q)S0 +SQS++SU )/ l* )NS P]lJJMk(+)/0 Y//-N/JS: kSVl(*S M) jl* lU/-)SU U(+M0O )NS )S0(+S /Q Q/+2S+
Vice President Dick Cheney, who had served earlier as CEO of Halliburton, the company that
invented hydraulic fracturing. See also William J. Brady & James P. Crannell, Hydraulic
Fracturing Regulation in the United States: The Laissez-Faire Approach of the Federal
Government and Varying State Regulations, 14 VT . J. ENVTL. L. 39 (2012). The underground
M0LSV)M/0 V/0)+/J fP7\!:e -+/O+l2 M* )NS +SO(Jl)/+h M0*)+(2S0) )Nl) *SSK* )/ -+S'S0) )NS
underground injection of hazardous chemicals, in connection with industrial activity and waste
UM*-/*lJc Q+/2 V/0)l2M0l)M0O */(+VS* /Q (0US+O+/(0U l0U *(+QlVS U+M0KM0O jl)S+b P9/ -+/)SV) . . .
drinking water, Congress directed EPA to promulgate regulations governing the adoption of stateenforced UIC programs. As a part of these regulations, EPA was directed to establish minimum
+S,(M+S2S0)* )Nl) 2(*) kS lU/-)SU l0U M2-JS2S0)SU kh lJJ `># l--+/'SU 7\! -+/O+l2*b: 4b
Nebraska Res. Council v. E.P.A., 793 F.2d 194, 195 (8th Cir. 1986) (citations omitted).
8 By virtue of § 313(b)(1), oil and gas facilities are not subject to the toxic chemical release
reporting requirements of EPCRA. See 42 U.S.C. §§ 11023(a)T(b) (1988). See also Am. Chemistry
Council v. Johnson, 406 F.3d CGBc CGA fqb!b !M+b HaaEe fPn`>!<#m jl* M0)S0USU )/ -+/'MUS
communities with information on potential chemical hazards within their boundaries and to
facilitate awareness and planning for accidental releases. The Act establishes state emergency
response commissions and local emergency planning committees, and requires certain facilities
that manufacture, process, or use chemicals on the TRI to provide an estimate of the amount of the
chemical present at the facility and the annual quantity of the chemical entering the environment.
Such facilities report this information to EPA, which then makes the information available to the
-(kJMVb:e fVM)l)M/0* l0U M0)S+0lJ ,(/)l)M/0* /2M))SUe% >S)S+ <b WlUSJ . q(l0S 4//Ul+Uc
Environmental AuditsQ:GD ,"G; MC9 L8CD2;J TDCw Hurt You?, 39 ROCKY MT . MIN. L. INST . 6,
0bHC fIAAGe fSi-JlM0M0O )Nl) )NS 9<\ P+S,(M+S2S0)* l--Jh /0Jh )/ QlVMJM)MS* M0 ;)l0Ul+U \0U(*)+MlJ
Code Categories 20T39, whereas mining and oil and gas facilities fall into categories 10TIFc: l0U
0/)M0O )Nl) P)NS EPA Administrator has discretion to extend the requirements of § 313 to any
-l+)MV(Jl+ QlVMJM)h MQ jl++l0)SU kh l 'l+MS)h /Q QlV)/+*:eb 4M)N/() )NS M0Q/+2l)M/0 -+/'MUSU kh )NS
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! 9NS SiS2-)M/0 Q+/2 )NS !JSl0 4l)S+ #V) fP!4#:e Wl)M/0lJ
>/JJ()M/0 qM*VNl+OS `JM2M0l)M/0 ;h*)S2 fPW>q`;:e -S+2M))M0O
program for storm water runoff from mining operations and oil
and gas exploration, production, processing, or treatment. In
addition, certain regulatory actions by Environmental Protection
#OS0Vh fP`>#:e l0U )NS #+2h !/+- /Q `0OM0SS+* Nl'S
significantly undermined the effectiveness of the CWA
protections as they relate to mining activities, including surface
coal mining.9
! The exclusion of natural gas and petroleum from the definition of
PNlgl+U/(* *(k*)l0VS: (0US+ )NS !/2-+SNS0*M'S `0'M+/02S0)lJ
<S*-/0*Sc !/2-S0*l)M/0c l0U YMlkMJM)h #V) fP!`<!Y#: /+
P;(-S+Q(0U:eb10
! Modifications to NEPA adopted as part of the Energy Policy Act
/Q HaaE )Nl) lJJ/j )NS "(+Sl( /Q Yl0U Xl0lOS2S0) fP"YX:e )/
(*S PVl)SO/+MVlJ SiVJ(*M/0*: )/ l'/MU +/k(*) l0lJh*S* /Q )NS
environmental impacts of oil and gas activities on Federal
Lands.11

TRI provisions, communities do not know what toxic chemicals may be present in their
environment, and are less able to plan appropriately for accidental releases.
9 These actions include an Army Corps of Engineers interpretation of the CWA that allows for
)NS V+Sl)M/0 /Q Pjl*)S )+Sl)2S0) *h*)S2*: M0 jl)S+jlh*c SQQSV)M'SJh lJJ/jM0O 2Mning operations to
use mountain streams as waste disposal facilities. See Ohio Valley Envtl. Coal. v. Aracoma Coal
!/bc EED _bGU ICCc HaA fF)N !M+b HaaAe fP4S V/0VJ(US )Nl) *)+Sl2 *SO2S0)*c )/OS)NS+ jM)N )NS
*SUM2S0) -/0U* )/ jNMVN )NSh V/00SV)c l+S (0M)l+h 8jl*)S )+Sl)2S0) *h*)S2*c6 0/) 8jl)S+* /Q )NS
70M)SU ;)l)S*c6 l0U )Nl) )NS !/+-*6 Nl* 0/) SiVSSUSU M)* & FaF l()N/+M)h M0 -S+2M))M0O )NS2b:eb 9NM*
lJ*/ M0VJ(US* )NS +SO(Jl)/+h +SUSQM0M)M/0 /Q PQMJJ 2l)S+MlJ: (0US+ )NS !4#c jNMVN lJJ/j* `># l0U
)NS #+2h !/+-* )/ )+Sl) )NS 2M0M0O P/'S+k(+US0: f)NS jl*)S 2l)S+MlJ JSQ) /'S+ Q+/2 *(+QlVS V/lJ
2M0M0Oe l* PQMJJ: f*(kLSV) )/ -S+2M))M0O (0US+ & FaF /Q )NS #V)e +l)NS+ )Nl0 l* Pjl*)S: f*(kLSV) )/
the more stringent CWA § 402 permitting requirements). See Final Revisions to the Clean Water
#V) <SO(Jl)/+h qSQM0M)M/0* /Q P_MJJ Xl)S+MlJ: l0U PqM*VNl+OS /Q _MJJ Xl)S+MlJc: 67 Fed. Reg. 31129
(May 9, 2002); Kentuckians for Commonwealth Inc. v. Rivenburgh, 317 F.3d 425, 432 (4th Cir.
2003).
10 FH 7b;b!b & ADaIfIFe fP9NS )S+2 nNlgl+U/(* *(k*)l0VSm U/S* 0/) M0VJ(US -S)+/JS(2c
including crude oil or any fraction thereof which is not otherwise specifically listed or designated
as a hazardous substance . . . and the term does not include natural gas or synthetic gas usable for
Q(SJ f/+ 2Mi)(+S* /Q 0l)(+lJ Ol* l0U *(VN *h0)NS)MV Ol*b:eb
11 Energy Policy Act of 2005, § 390, Pub. L. No. 109T58, 42 U.S.C.A. §15942 (Aug. 8, 2005).
The section provides:
(a) NEPA REVIEWRAction by the Secretary of the Interior in managing the public
lands, or the Secretary of Agriculture in managing National Forest System Lands, with
respect to any of the activities described in subsection (b) shall be subject to a rebuttable
presumption that the use of a categorical exclusion under the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) would apply if the activity is conducted pursuant to the
Mineral Leasing Act for the purpose of exploration or development of oil or gas.
(b) ACTIVITIES DESCRIBEDRThe activities referred to in subsection (a) are the
following:
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! The limited application of NEPA to mountain top removal
mining.12
The legislative origins of these exemptions are, not surprisingly,
shrouded to some degree by the vagaries of the inside-the-beltway
lawmaking process. It is evident, however, that helping commercial
interests obtain special treatment in Washington is a practice area awash
in money.13 According to the Center for Responsive Politics, the oil and
gas, and electric utilities industries paid more than $248 million for

(1) Individual surface disturbances of less than 5 acres so long as the total surface
disturbance on the lease is not greater than 150 acres and site-specific analysis in a
document prepared pursuant to NEPA has been previously completed.
(2) Drilling an oil or gas well at a location or well pad site at which drilling has occurred
previously within 5 years prior to the date of spudding the well.
(3) Drilling an oil or gas well within a developed field for which an approved land use
plan or any environmental document prepared pursuant to NEPA analyzed such drilling
as a reasonably foreseeable activity, so long as such plan or document was approved
within 5 years prior to the date of spudding the well.
(4) Placement of a pipeline in an approved right-of-way corridor, so long as the corridor
was approved within 5 years prior to the date of placement of the pipeline.
(5) Maintenance of a minor activity, other than any construction or major renovation or
a building or facility.
Id. NEPA is intended to foster better decision-making and facilitate informed public
-l+)MVM-l)M/0 jM)N +S*-SV) )/ lV)M/0* lQQSV)M0O -S/-JS*6 S0'M+onment. See Idaho Sporting Cong. v.
Thomas, 137 F.3d 1146, 1149 (9th Cir. 1998) overruled by The Lands Council v. McNair, 537 F.3d
ABI fA)N !M+b HaaBe fPW`># M2-/*S* l -+/VSU(+lJ +S,(M+S2S0) )Nl) l0 lOS0Vh 2(*) V/0)S2-Jl)S
the environmental impacts of its lV)M/0*b W`># 8S0*(+S* )Nl) )NS lOS0Vh . . . will have available,
and will carefully consider, detailed information concerning significant environmental impacts; it
also guarantees that the relevant information will be made available to the larger [public]
l(UMS0VSb6:e f,(/)M0O </kS+)*/0 'b XS)N/j 5lJJSh !M)MgS0* !/(0VMJ, 490 U.S. 332, 349 (1989)).
This statutory provision effectively shifts the burden of proving environmental safety away from
industry with respect to oil and gas development. See also U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE,
ENERGY POLICY ACT OF 2005: "YX6S USE OF SECTION 390 CATEGORICAL EXCLUSIONS FOR OIL
AND GAS DEVELOPM ENT , http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-11-941T.
12 The federal action that typically triggers NEPA for mountain top removal projects is the Army
!/+-*6 M**(l0VS /Q l !4# & FaF -S+2M) Q/+ )NS UM*VNl+OS /Q PQMJJ 2l)S+MlJ: M0)/ jl)S+* /Q )NS 70M)SU
States. See generally Ohio Valley Envtl. Coal. v. Aracoma Coal Co., 556 F.3d 177. Despite the fact
that issuance of a permit will enable the creation of an entire valley fill, with numerous attendant
environmental consequences, the Corps limits its NEPA analysis only to those environmental
effects that occur within the bed and banks of any filled waterway, thus ignoring the vast majority
of the environmental consequences that flow directly from creation of a valley fill. Id. l) IAF fP9NS
specific activity that the Corps is permitting when it issues a § 404 permit is nothing more than the
filling of jurisdictional waters for the purpose of creating an underdrain system for the larger valley
QMJJb:eb
13 One analysis shows that the top twenty lobbying firms in Washington, D.C. spent more than
$400 million lobbying dollars in 2015. Top Lobbying Firms 2015, CENTER FOR RESPONSIVE
POLITICS OPEN SECRETS. ORG, http://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/top.php?showYear=2016
&indexType=s. The Center for Responsive Politics calculates total lobbying in 2015 at about $3.22
billion. Id.
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lobbying in 2015, placing fossil fuel interests among Washingt/06*
biggest spenders.14
As illustrated by the above list of fossil fuel exemptions, successful
lobbying efforts can dramatically influence the nature and scope of our
regulatory system. Unsurprisingly, provisions such as these can be
incredibly valuable for their industry beneficiaries.15 In most instances,
however, these industry benefits are accompanied by environmental and
public health consequences. 16 The costs associated with these
consequences are largely borne by the communities exposed to pollution;
costs that the industrial actor responsible would, in the absence of the
special regulatory status, have to control, remediate, or avoid. These costs
are also borne by local jurisdictions that provide safety net services to
members of receptor communities, who require such services as a result
of their exposure to industrial pollutants. And by taxpayers in general
through social welfare programs such as Medicaid and the Supplemental
W()+M)M/0 #**M*)l0VS >+/O+l2 fP;W#>:eb 17

14 Top Industries 2015, CENTER FOR RESPONSIVE POLITICS OPEN SECRETS. ORG,
http://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/top.php?indexType=i&showYear=2015. The energy and
natural resources sector more generally (including utilities, oil and gas, mining, miscellaneous
energy, environmental services, waste management, and fisheries and wildlife) ranks among the
top five sectors for lobbying dollars (spending more than $328 million in 2015). Ranked Sectors
2015, CENTER FOR RESPONSIVE POLITICS OPEN SECRETS. ORG, http://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/
top.php?indexType=c&showYear=2015.
15 See infra Part III (further discussing the value and costs of furtive subsidies). For example,
EPA estimated that compliance with the 2012 final rule setting hazardous air pollutant standards
Q/+ V/lJ l0U /MJ QM+SU SJSV)+MV OS0S+l)M0O (0M)* fP`^7*:ec lQ)S+ 0Sl+Jh )jS0)y years of exemption
under CAA § 112(n), would cost the industry approximately $9.6 billion dollars annually. See 2012
EGU MACT Rule, supra note 4, at 3505T06 (EPA provides cost estimates in 2007 dollars). At that
rate, assuming consistency over time, the twenty-year regulatory exemption might be roughly
valued at more than $190 billion to the industry.
16 See infra >l+) \\\ fUM*V(**M0O `>#6* l0lJh*M* /Q kS0SQM)* Q+/2 +SO(Jl)M0O Q/+2S+Jh SiS2-)
activities of the fossil fuel industry, including, according to `>#6* 0(2kS+*c kS0SQM)* )/ */VMS)h /Q
$37 to $90 billion per year in connection with regulating EGUs under CAA § 112, which might be
roughly valued at between $740 billion and $1.8 trillion over the twenty years of the regulatory
exclusion).
17 See generally Paul R. Epstein et al., Full Cost of Accounting for the Life Cycle of Coal, ANN.
N.Y. ACAD. SCI. 1219 (2011) (monetizing the externalized life cycle costs of coal, which society
absorbs as increased public health costs, fatalities, lost productivity, and reduced property values,
l2/0O /)NS+ )NM0O*eb 9NS V/*)* M2-/*SU /0 )NS V/22(0M)MS* M0L(+SU )NS ZM0O*)/0 _/**MJ >Jl0)6*
coal ash impoundment failure in other furtive subsidies have garnered recent attention in the
mainstream media. For example, some box stores and fast-food chains have been criticized for
paying workers unlivable wages, and then referring those same workers to social welfare programs
to make ends meet. See e.g., Barry Ritholtz, How McDonalds and Wal-Mart Became Welfare
Queens, BLOOM BERG NEWS (Nov. 13, 2013), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-11-13/howmcdonald-s-and-wal-mart-became-welfare-queens.html. These situations are similar in that both
constitute, in effect, a profit-making business model designed around a significant public subsidy
that is not overtly acknowledged in public discourse or in policy-making discussions.
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This Article argues that sector-specific exemptions from
environmental laws are best characterized as a distinct class of industry
subsidy.18 Because such provisions are rarely described, discussed,
valued or scrutinized as subsidies openly, this Article characterizes them
l* Pfurtive subsidies:Rgovernment grants to assist specific industries
that reflect an undisclosed choice to allocate the cost of controllable
pollution to bystanders and communities rather than to industrial
polluters (or to some other group such as taxpayers generally or
consumers of some particular good or service). Because the fossil fuel
industry benefits considerably from such exemptions, 19 and because it
has, in the aggregate, a profound and far-reaching impact on public
health, the extension of such subsidies to this industry is of special
significance. Nonetheless, there is scant evidence that policy-makers are
inclined to even acknowledge the subsidizing effects of such exemptions,
let alone confront the problematic economic, social, public health, and
justice issues they necessarily raise.
As a matter of policy, exemptions for the fossil fuel industry are
typically adopted and persist, by and large, based on economic
considerations that attend almost exclusively to burdens on the industry
itself, without reference to, or meaningful exploration of, the costs
imposed on communities and the general public. 20 Nor is such special
treatment typically based on compelling arguments that the activities of
the fossil fuel sector are categorically less harmful than are the activit ies
of other industrial sectors. 21 Second tier justifications tend to focus on the
social value of the energy sectorRfor example, the broad social benefits
of inexpensive and reliable electricity suppliesRand potential impacts on
U.S. global competitiveness.22 The rationale looks something like this:
18 NORM AN MYERS & J ENNIFER KENT , PERVERSE SUBSIDIES: T AX $S UNDERCUTTING OUR
ECONOM IES AND ENVIRONM ENTS ALIKE 2T3 (1998), http://dieoff.org/_Economics/perverse_
subsidies.pdf [hereinafter PERVERSE SUBSIDIESm fP# *(k*MUh M* l Q/+2 /Q O/'S+02S0) *(--/+) )/
an economic sector (or institution, business, individual), generally with the aim of promoting an
activity that the government considers beneficial to the economy and to society at
large . . . .Alternatively defined, a subsidy amounts to any government expenditure that makes a
resource such as energy or water cheaper to produce than its full economic cost, or makes a
product . . b VNSl-S+ )/ V/0*(2S+*b:eb
19 See Doug Koplow and John Dernbach, Federal Fossil Fuel Subsidies and Greenhouse Gas
Emissions: A Case Study of Increasing Transparency for Fiscal Policy, 26 ANN. REV. ENERGY &
ENVT . 361, 365 (2001). See also, infra Part III.
20 See PERVERSE SUBSIDIES, supra note 18, at 7T9, 14T24.
21 Evidence merely raising some uncertainty is often sufficient for policy makers to effectively
dismiss the potential for harmful (and costly) impacts on affected communities. See infra Part III.
22 See, e.g., `>#6 S RESPONSES TO PUBLIC COM M ENTS ON `>#6 S NATIONAL EM ISSION
STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS FROM COAL- AND OIL-FIRED ELECTRIC UTILITY
STEAM GENERATING UNITS 352, 445, 452 (Vol. 1, U.S. EPA qSVb HaIIe nNS+SM0lQ)S+ PEGU MACT
RESPONSE TO COM MENTS:m fqM*V(**M0O V/22S0)* /0 `>#6* proposed EGU MACT Rule
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Our industry is already subject to a multitude of regulatory
programs that impose a significant cumulative economic burden.
Additional costs associated with environmental regulations
would dramatically increase our cost of production, and would
injure the economic health of the industry as a whole (and perhaps
the entire U.S. economy). Moreover, in the face of such costs, the
reliability of the services that we provide may be compromised,
with unintended consequences for social wellbeing. In addition,
requiring our industry to shoulder a burden of this magnitude
would increase costs and decrease the competitiveness of U.S.
industry in the global marketplace, giving foreign market
participants a distinct competitive advantage.23

While the veracity of such claims is not the focal point of this Article,
there are strong reasons to doubt the extent to which environmental and
human health protections seriously limit either the health of the national
economy or the competitiveness of U.S. industry in the international
marketplace. EPA, for example, issued a 2011 report on the overall
benefits and costs of major Clean Air Act programs from 1990 to 2020,
l0U V/0VJ(USU )Nl) Pn)mNS UM+SV) kS0SQM)* /Q )NS IAAa !JSl0 #M+ #V)
Amendments and associated programs significantly exceed their direct
*(OOS*)M0O )Nl) +SO(Jl)M/0 j/(JU PUS)S+ M0'S*)/+*c jNMVN jMJJ *N+M0K )NS \0UMl0l V/lJ M0U(*)+h
2l+KS)c M0V+Sl*S -+MVS* l0U LS/-l+UMgS )NS V/(0)+h6* SJSV)+MVM)h +SJMlkMJM)h . . . .that installation of
costly control technology on [certain regulated] units to comply with the EGU MACT for the
relatively short time frame before retirement would . . . represent significant economic
M0SQQMVMS0Vhc: l0U )Nl) )NS +(JS j/(JU Vl(*S l()/ 2l0(QlV)(+S* )/ PV/0*MUS+ Si-l0UM0O )NSM+
operations elsewhS+S fl0U -S+Nl-* /'S+*Sl* +l)NS+ )Nl0 SJ*SjNS+S M0 )NS 7b;beb:eb See also Richard
J. King, Trade and the Environment: European Lessons for North America, 14 UCLA J ENVTL. L.
& POL6Y HaAc HHH fIAADe f/k*S+'M0O )Nl) M0 )NS M0)S+0l)M/0lJ V/0)Si) PnMm0U(*)+MlJists are concerned
that the costs of more stringent environmental regulations make them uncompetitive in relation to
Q/+SMO0 QM+2* 0/) NSJU )/ )NS *l2S *)l0Ul+U*:e% <MVNl+U "b ;)Sjl+)c Environmental Regulation and
International Competitiveness, 102 YALE L.J. 2039, 2046 (1993); 126 Cong. Rec. H. 1086T1118
(Feb. 20, 1980) (congressional testimony from Rep. Bevill on why excluding coal ash from
+SO(Jl)M/0 (0US+ <!<# jl* 0SVS**l+h M0 /+US+ )/ PS0V/(+lOS US'SJ/-2S0) /Q V/lJ l* l -+M2l+h
domestic source of energy: )/ NSJ- +SU(VS +SJMl0VS /0 Q/+SMO0 /MJeb
23 See, e.g., EGU MACT RESPONSE TO COM M ENTS, supra note 22, at 247 (one commenter
l+O(M0O )Nl) `>#6* `^7 X#!9 <(JS PjMJJ Vl(*S M++S-l+lkJS Nl+2 )/ )NS 0l)M/06* SV/0/2h l0U
national security by increasing the cost oQ S0S+Oh M0 )NS 7b;c 0SOl)M'SJh M2-lV)M0O )NS 0l)M/06*
lkMJM)h )/ V/2-S)S M0 )NS M0)S+0l)M/0lJ 2l+KS)-JlVSc l0U M0V+Sl*M0O (0S2-J/h2S0):eb See also T HE
T RUTH ABOUT `>#6S COSTLY CARBON REGULATIONS, AM ERICAN COALITION FOR CLEAN COAL
ELECTRICITY, http://www.americaspower.org/nera/ (One coal industry association summarizing
)NS Q/**MJ Q(SJ *SV)/+* l+O(2S0) lOlM0*) `>#6* !JSl0 >/jS+ >Jl0@ PY/j -cost, reliable electricity
from coal powers households and businesses across America but regulations from the
Environmental Protection Agency jeopardize our access to affordable power and will cause
electricity prices to skyrocket. New analysis from NERA Economic Consulting reveals significant
0SOl)M'S SV/0/2MV M2-lV)* +S*(J)M0O Q+/2 `>#6* Vl+k/0 S2M**M/0* +SO(Jations, as the costs to
comply with the plan could total nearly $300 billion from 2022 to 2033. Consumers will ultimately
foot the bill for these rising costs, which include double-digit electricity price increases in 41 states,
with 28 states potentially QlVM0O -SlK hSl+ SJSV)+MVM)h -+MVS M0V+Sl*S* /Q l) JSl*) Ha -S+VS0)b:eb
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costs, which means economic welfare and quality of life for Americans
were improved by passage of the 1990 Amendments and implementatio n
/Q -+/O+l2* )/ 2SS) )NSM+ +S,(M+S2S0)*c:24 l0U )Nl) Pn)]he broader
economy is also improved overall by the 1990 Clean Air Act
#2S0U2S0)* l0U +SJl)SU -+/O+l2*b:25 Many scholars similarly question
the validity of claims related to the adverse impact of national
environmental regulation on international competitiveness.26 For
purposes of this Article, the significance of traditional industry objections
to environmental regulation is that they focus almost exclusively on the
financial hardship to the fossil fuel industry itself. Correspondingly,
many regulatory exemptions, once adopted, operate to single out the
fossil fuel industry, and allow participants in that industry sector alone to
avoid the costs associated with environmental compliance that
participants in other economic sectors must bear. 27
Moreover, since Congress typically adopts underlying normative
environmental standards based on an assessment that a particular
pollutant, process, or activity is worthy of regulation to avoid its adverse
impact on human health or other environmental values, any sectorspecific exemption is likely to compromise (to some degree) the remedial
objectives of the regulatory program, 28 and is certain to impose some
24 U.S. EPA, T HE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF THE CLEAN AIR ACT FROM 1990 TO 2020:
SUM MARY REPORT 27 (March 2011) https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201507/documents/summaryreport.pdf nNS+SM0lQ)S+ PCAA BENEFITS AND COSTS SUM MARY REPORT:m
(the full report is also available online, at https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201507/documents/fullreport_rev_a.pdf.).
25 Id. at 28. See also, James W. Coleman, How Cheap Is Corp. Talk? CompG?!D# :CEBGD!&=2
Comments on Regulations with Their Sec. Disclosures, 40 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 47 (2016)
f+lM*M0O ,(S*)M/0* lk/() )NS 'S+lVM)h /Q M0U(*)+h6* Nl+U*NM- VJlM2* M0 )NS QlVS /Q S0'M+/02S0)lJ
regulation based on contrary forecasts that they provide to shareholders, and a tendency for
V/2-l0MS* )/ P*S0U M0V/0*M*)S0) 2S**lOS* )/ )NSM+ )j/ l(UMS0VS*Rwarning regulators and
+Sl**(+M0O M0'S*)/+*:eb
26 See, e.g., Richard B. Stewart, Environmental Regulation and International Competitiveness,
102 YALE L.J. HaGAc HaFA fIAAGe fP2l0h SV/0/2M*)* U/(k) )NS U/2M0l0) l**(2-)M/0 )Nl)
differences in national environmental measures have a significant impact on international
competitiveness. They base this doubt on empirical studies that in most cases fail to find a strong
V/++SJl)M/0 kS)jSS0 )NS )j/ 'l+MlkJS*b:e fVM)M0O !N+M*)/-NS+ [b q(S+K*S0, Environmental Regulation
of Industrial Plant Siting: How to Make It Work Better, 56 PACE ENVTL. L. REV. 297 (1983)). See
also Patrick Low & Alexander Yeats, 8C O8!?;X6 UD(9=;?!&s Migrate?, in WORLD BANK
DISCUSSION PAPERS: INTERNATIONAL T RADE AND THE ENVIRONMENT 89, 159 (Patrick Low ed.,
1992); James A. Tobey, The Effects of Domestic Environmental Policies on Patterns of World
Trade: An Empirical Analysis, 43:2 KYKLOS 191, 194 (1990).
27 There are, of course, regulatory exemptions that target other sectors, especially including the
agricultural sector. See, e.g., CWA § 404(f)(1), 33 U.S.C. § 1344(f)(1) (2015) (exempting various
agricultural pollution sources from regulation under the Clean Water Act).
28 See, e.g., CAA § 112(n)(4)(A), 42 U.S.C.A. § 7412(n)(4)(A) (excluding oil and gas facilities
Q+/2 )NS /)NS+jM*S l--JMVlkJS +(JS* Q/+ lOO+SOl)M0O S2M**M/0* jNS0 MUS0)MQhM0O P2lL/+ */(+VS*: /Q
hazardous air pollutants under § 112, with the result that fewer such sources are regulated under
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(perhaps significant) costs on society. 29 Indeed, many scholars believe
)Nl) PM0UM+SV) l0U V/0VSlJSU *(k*MUMS*: M0 )NS Q/+2 /Q P)NS S0'M+/02S0)lJ
costs of fossil fuels [on society] are at least equal to and possibly much
O+Sl)S+ )Nl0 )NS 2/+S V/0'S0)M/0lJ l0U +SV/O0MgSU n*(k*MUhm V/*)*b:30
Where such environmental externalities are imposed as a result of a
sector-specific regulatory exclusion, it is doubly important to expressly
characterize the arrangement as a subsidyRand a special form of subsidy
at that: one that is paid for by the communities who bear the burden of
the impaired natural resource. These payments may be made in many
forms, including (among others) illness and increased medical expenses,
lost workdays, lost educational opportunity, and premature death. 31
To be clear, it is not the intent of this Article to suggest that subsidies,
as a general matter, are inappropriate.32 Subsidies can take many forms,
including but not limited to direct payments, tax credits, preferential
rates, loans and loan guarantees, tax deductions, research and
development programs, depletion allowances, accelerated depreciation,
and risk insurance.33 Throughout the history of the United States,
subsidies of various kinds have played important roles in encouraging
socially beneficial activities,34 and the fossil fuel industry has a long

this section of the Act). Section 112 has as its purpose the protection of the public from carcinogens,
mutagens, neurotoxins, and reproductive toxins, as well as the avoidance of adverse environmental
effects. See 42 U.S.C. § 7412(b)(2).
29 See PERVERSE SUBSIDIES, supra note 18, at 55TED fUM*V(**M0O )NS NMON V/*) /Q Q/**MJ Q(SJ6*
environmental externalities).
30 Id.
31 See, e.g., 2012 EGU MACT Rule, supra note 4, at 9305T06 (discussing the mortality and
morbidity costs underlying the estimated benefits of the utility air toxics rule).
32 Many have suggested, however, that subsidies are over-utilized in certain sectors of the
economy where they are no longer either necessary or appropriate, and that the treatment of
longstanding subsidies effectively as entitlements is harmful to society. See generally PERVERSE
SUBSIDIES, supra note 18 (expressing a similar view and providing broad supporting analysis). See
also Anthony Kammer, Cornography: Perverse Incentives and the United States Corn Subsidy, 8
J. FOOD L. & POL6Y Ic H fHaIHe f/k*S+'M0O )Nl) Pn)mNS *h*)S2 /Q V/+0 *(k*MUMS* -+/'MUS* l0
instructive, if not nightmarish, example of the unintended consequences that legislated incentive
structures can produce whS0 0/) +SO(Jl+Jh +SS'lJ(l)SU:e% ql0l !Jl+K . ql'MU q/j0S*c What Price
Biodiversity? Economic Incentives and Biodiversity Conversion in the United States, 11 J. ENVTL.
L. & LITIG. Ac HA fIAADe f0/)M0O )Nl) Pn0m/) /0Jh U/ V/+-/+l)S *(k*MUMS* U+lM0 )NS -(kJMV treasury,
k() )NSh /Q)S0 Nl'S 0SOl)M'S M2-lV)* /0 kM/UM'S+*M)h l0U /)NS+ S0'M+/02S0)lJ l**S)*:e% #U+Ml0
McDonald, /"?C9#" ;"& RCCa!D# Y_G==` 19DG\GX 3?C(9*;!CD= GD( OWC__X\CC( ]*CDCE!*=6, 9 U.
PA. J. LAB. & EM P. Yb BCAc AFa fHaaCe f/k*S+'M0O )Nl) PV/+-/+lte welfare-subsidies, tax incentives,
and grants, [are] not . . . a left-+MON) M**(S:eb
33 See PERVERSE SUBSIDIES, supra note 18, at 56; Chapter 3: Subsidy Types, in
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPM ENT, GLOBAL SUBSIDIES INITIATIVE,
https://www.iisd.org/gsi/subsidy-types (identifying broad categories of subsidy type).
34 See Tracey M. Roberts, Picking Winners and Losers: A Structural Examination of Tax
Subsides to the Energy Industry, 41 COLUM . J. ENVTL. L. 63, 69TCF fHaIDe nNS+SM0lQ)S+ PPicking
Winners and Losers:m fUM*V(**M0O +l)M/0lJS* Q/+ O/'S+02S0) M0)S+'S0)M/0 M0 S0S+Oh 2l+KS)*eb
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history of receiving such monetary subsidies. 35 As a matter of principle,
subsidies may be appropriate where the value of the activity to the public
is great, where the social benefits would not accrue (or would be
substantially diminished or delayed) in the absence of a subsidy, and
where the detrimental effects of the activity or the subsidy itself are not
unacceptable.36 Other factors weighing on the appropriateness (or form)
of subsidies may include the degree to which government already
subsidizes an industry either directly or indirectly, 37 the availability of
other more efficient or less harmful mechanisms to incentivize the desired
public benefits, and distributional equity considerations related to the cost
of the subsidy,38 the types of burdens imposed by the subsidy, or the types
of benefits to be derived.39
35 Id. at 74T94 (discussing the history of energy industry tax subsidies); Long History of U.S.
Energy Subsidies, 89 CHEM ICAL AND ENGINEERING NEWS (Dec. 19, 2011),
http://cen.acs.org/Articles/89/i51/Long-History-US-Energy-Subsidies.html
(such
monetary
subsidies may be appropriate or inappropriateRcertainly, many have argued that they are often
counterproductive). See also PERVERSE SUBSIDIES, supra note 18, at 55T61; T HE IM PACT OF
FOSSIL-FUEL SUBSIDIES ON RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY GENERATION 17T19, (International
Institute for Sustainable Development, Global Subsidies Initiative 2014) (describing how fossil fuel
subsidies discourage investment in renewables); Daniel A. Sumner, Farm Subsidy Tradition and
Modern Agricultural Realities, at 3T9 (2006), http://aic.ucdavis.edu/research/farmbill07/
aeibriefs/20070515_sumnerRationalesfinal.pdf.
36 See PERVERSE SUBSIDIES, supra note 18, at 2T3 (discussing and distinguishing positive and
counterproductive subsidies). This observation has also been made for example in the context of
the tax treatment of capital gains. See Douglas Holtz-Eakin, The Tax Reform Act of 1986:
Simplicity, Equity, and Efficiency, 4 AKRON T AX Jb DAc Ba fIABCe fPn#m *(k*MUh M* l--+/-+Ml)S /0Jh
MQ M0UM'MU(lJ* (0US+)lKS 8)// JM))JS6 fQ+/2 l */VMlJ -/M0) /Q 'MSje +M*Kh M0'S*)2S0)b `'S0 MQ )NM* Vl*S
is made, a subsidy is corrective only if risk-taking responds to )li M0VS0)M'S*b:eb #O+MV(J)(+lJ
subsidies, for example, have been criticized for their relationship to obesity. See Marlene B.
Schwartz & Kelly D. Brownell, Actions Necessary to Prevent Childhood Obesity: Creating the
Climate for Change, 35 J.L. MED. & ETHICS 78, 80 (2007) (citing L. S. Elinder, Obesity, Hunger,
and Agriculture: The Damaging Role of Subsidies, 331 BRITISH MED. J. 1333 (2005)).
37 See, e.g., Sandra B. Zellmer, /"& -!?;9&= C$ O:CEEGD( GD( :CD;?C_6 1&#9_G;!CD` <G??!D#
Exotic Species from Aquatic Ecosystems, 2000 U. ILL. L. REV. 1233, 1257 n.162 (2000) (observing
)Nl) Pn*m(k*MUMgM0O )NS *NM--M0O M0U(*)+h Q/+ lkl)M0O UM*VNl+OS* /Q V/0)l2M0l)SU klJJl*) jl)S+ M* lJJ
the more inappropriate in the Great Lakes because . . . the Great Lakes shipping industry is already
subsidized as a result of the initial and ongoing government support for the construction and
2lM0)S0l0VS /Q )NS ;lM0) Ylj+S0VS ;Sljlh:eb
38 See Michelle White, Commentary on Redistribution of Income Through Regulation in
Housing, 32 EM ORY L.J. 745, 746T50 (1983) (discussing equity issues for housing subsidies). Such
considerations relate to both immediate equity (intra-generational or community equity) and
responsible decision-making over longer periods of time (inter-generational equity). See PERVERSE
SUBSIDIES, supra note 18, at 7T8.
39 See, e.g., Roger G. Noll & Andrew Zimbalist, Sports, Jobs, & Taxes: Are New Stadiums
Worth the Cost?, BROOKINGS INSTITUTE (Sunday, June 1, 1997), https://www.brookings.edu/
articles/sports-jobs-taxes-are-new-stadiums-worth-the-cost/ (discussing the nature of the benefits
derived from subsidizing sports stadiumsRM0VJ(UM0O )NS M0)l0OMkJS P-(kJMV O//U: /Q Ql0
enjoymentRand the burdens imposed on local economies). To further illustrate, consider two
hypothetical subsidies (that have equal costs)Rone with benefits that marginally reduce the cost of
some good or service, and another with benefits that work to save a significant number of lives.
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Importantly, even where a subsidy makes sense, it should be crafted
with precision, with an eye toward not just maximizing gross public
benefit, but also avoiding the creation or exacerbation of distributional
inequities.40 A regulatory exclusion often reflects the most regressive and
least equitable form of subsidy, especially in the context of environmental
protection. Policy makers (and the public) should, therefore, subject any
such provisions to special scrutiny, consistent with their potential for
mischief, and should demand firm assurances that they will not have
impacts that are undisclosed, unexamined, or fundamentally inequitable.
Presently however, there is a basic misalignment of values in the
creation of such furtive subsidies. The decision-making processes from
which they emerge typically fail to evaluate or acknowledge the
*(k*MUMS*6 */VMS)lJ M2-JMVl)M/0* /+ -/)S0)MlJ )/ M2-/*S Nl+U*NM- /0 )NS
PS0V(2kS+SU V/22(0M)MS*: f)NS V/22(0M)MS* )Nl) -lh Q/+ Q(+)M'S
subsidies with their personal health and wellbeing), and virtually never
assess their contributions to the collective burdens that, in the aggregate,
prevent some communities from realizing their full potential. Thus, a new
decision-making rubric is necessary in order to ensure that the
consequences of furtive subsidies are not only recognized, but taken
seriously by policy makers (whether that be Congress, states, or
administrative agencies). Such scrutiny is particularly justified in the
context of furtive subsidies for fossil fuels because /Q )NS M0U(*)+h6*
considerable capacity for producing environmental externalities, 41 and its
VS0)+lJ V/0)+Mk()M0O +/JS M0 PjNl) jMJJ *(+SJh -+/'S )/ kS )NS kMOOS*)
S0'M+/02S0)lJ Si)S+0lJM)h /Q lJJc OJ/klJ jl+2M0Ob:42 Moreover, this issue
is likely to take on greater importance in light of the 2016 Presidential
Aside from any purely economic comparison, there is a values component to the difference that
2lh M0Q/+2 /(+ V/JJSV)M'S l**S**2S0) /Q l *(k*MUh6* j/+)Nb
40 For discussion of carefully crafting subsidies, see Joshua D. Sarnoff, Government Choices in
Innovation Funding (with Reference to Climate Change), 62 EM ORY L.J. 1087 (2013). See also A.
Dan Tarlock, Environmental Protection: The Potential Misfit Between Equity and Efficiency, 63
U. COLO. L. REV. 871, 882-3 (1992) (discussing the need for care when attempting to incorporate
fairness considerations in to modern environmental policy).
41 Environmental Externalities are defined and discussion in detail in Part II of this Article. See
also PERVERSE SUBSIDIES, supra note 18, at 10T12, 55; Paul R. Epstein et al., Full Cost of
Accounting for the Life Cycle of Coal, 1219 ANNALS OF THE N.Y. ACAD. OF SCI. 73, 91 (2011).
42 PERVERSE SUBSIDIES, supra note 18 at 55. As Professor Purdy of Duke Law School has
VJS'S+Jh /k*S+'SU@ P!JM2l)S VNl0OS )N+Sl)S0* )/ kS )NS externality )Nl) l)S )NS j/+JUb: [SUSUMlN
Purdy, The Politics of Nature: Climate Change, Environmental Law, and Democracy, 119 YALE
L.J. 1122, 1132 (2010). Indeed, the tragedy of the commons plays out with near perfect
choreography on the global stage in the context of climate change. See generally Garrett Hardin,
The Tragedy of the Commons, 162 SCIb IHFG fIADBeb #* >+/QS**/+ >(+Uh -()* M)@ P4N/S'S+ (*S*
energy derived from fossil fuels gets the full benefit of that power while evenly dividing the
atmospheric harm with somewhat more than 6.8 billion others. That is a ratio of benefit to harm all
k() VS+)lM0 )/ M0U(VS /'S+M0U(JOS0VSb: [SUSUMlN >(+Uhc The Politics of Nature: Climate Change,
Environmental Law, and Democracy, 119 YALE L.J. 1122, 1132 (2010).
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SJSV)M/0c OM'S0 )NS JMKSJMN//U )Nl) q/0lJU [b 9+(2-6* lU2M0M*)+l)M/0 jMJJ
pursue more fossil fuel-friendly policy objectives. 43
Part II of this Article will more clearly define the problems associated
with subsidies that take the form of exclusions from or exceptions to
environmental protection laws. Part III will examine this problem in the
context of two specific statutory examples (one related to the Clean Air
Act and another under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act).
Part IV will consider the question of furtive subsidies through the lens of
S0'M+/02S0)lJ S)NMV*c jM)N -l+)MV(Jl+ S2-Nl*M* /0 )NS P-/JJ()S+--lh*:
principle. Finally, Part V proposes a critical framework for examining
furtive subsidies (that includes consideration of various factors, including
necessity, public involvement, aspects of both distributive and
intergenerational equity, and environmental justice). The framework
identifies fifteen distinct questions that should be asked and satisfactorily
answered in connection with any decision to adopt or retain a furtive
subsidy.
II. THE PROBLEM WITH FURTIVE SUBSIDIES
A. A Closer Look at Special Treatment
The economic concept of externalities has become an often-featured
topic in discussions of environmental law and policy. 44 In this context,
environmental externalities refer to those consequences of human activity
that impose a human health or environmental cost that is not accounted
for by the industrial actor or the broader marketplace. Negative
environmental externalities are costs imposed on society by industrial
-+/U(V)* P)Nl) l+S 0/) +SQJSV)SU M0 )NS )+l0*lV)M/0 -+MVS Q/+ )N/*S -+/U(V)*c
and that therefore may be imposed on parties not involved in the

43 See, e.g., The Trump/Pence Energy Platform, https://www.donaldjtrump.com/policies/energy
(emphasizing expanded reliance of domestic fossil fuels). See also, 8CDG_( /?9EB2= ]D&?#X 3_GD`
More Fossil Fuels and Fewer Rules, N.Y. T IM ES, May 26, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/
05/27/us/politics/donald-trump-global-warming-energy-policy.html?_r=0.
44 See, e.g., Richard L. Revesz, The Control of Interstate Environmental Externalities in a
Federal System, 38 ARIZ L. REV. 883 (1996); Andrew Green, MC9 :GD2; 3GX /"&E ]DC9#"`
Subsidies, Environmental Law, and Social Norms, 30 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 407 (2006); Rudy
Perkins, Electricity Deregulation, Environmental Externalities and the Limitations of Price, 39
B.C. L. REV. 993 (1998); Michael I. Jeffery & Gao Qi, The Development of Payments for Ecosystem
0&?7!*&= !D :"!DG` :9;;!D# /"?C9#" ;"& :_C9( C$ :CD$9=!CD C7&? :"!DG2= ]*C-Compensation, 42
ENVTL. L. REP. NEWS & ANALYSIS 10041 (2012); Richard D. Gary & Michael L. Teague, The
Inclusion of Externalities in Electric Generation Resource Planning: Coal in the Crossfire, 95 W.
VA. L. REV. 839, 843T64 (1993).
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transaction or on society as a wN/JSb:45 From the perspective of industry,
externalities create the illusion of cost effectivenessRthey appear to
lower the cost of production by imposing uncompensated public costs 46
with no associated remedial obligation on the industrial actor.
Industrial activity in the United States up through the middle of the
twentieth-century is brimming with examples of environmental
externalities. For many decades, for example, various industry sectorsR
from iron and steel plants in the Midwest, to pulp and paper mills in the
Northeast, to chemical plants in the Gulf statesRroutinely discharged the
unwanted byproducts of their commercial activity into adjacent
waterways.47 By doing so, they avoided the monetary cost of otherwise
managing these wastes. These discharges, however, imposed real costs.
Water pollution, among other things, adversely affects aquatic species
upon which people rely for food, inhibits agricultural productivity by
contaminating water used for irrigation and livestock, increases costs and
impairs the health of downstream communities that rely on polluted
waterways for drinking water.48 This kind of externality is an inherent
feature of a commercial marketplace, and imposes a spectrum of costs on
individual bystanders, encumbered communities, and the public at large.

45 Rudy Perkins, Electricity Deregulation, Environmental Externalities and the Limitations of
Price, 39 B.C. L. REV. 993, 994 (1998). See also Steven J. Ferrey, Shaping American Power:
Federal Preemption and Technological Change, 11 VA. ENVTL. L.J. 47, 117 n.299 (1991).
46 qM*V(**M/0 /Q P-(kJMV V/*)*: Vl0 kS USVS-)M'SJh OS0S+MVb \0 QlV)c 2/*) S0'M+/02S0)lJ
externalities (involving for example air pollution or water contamination) do not involve uniformly
UM*)+Mk()SU P-(kJMV: Nl+2*b 4NMJS (J)M2l)SJh */2S /Q )NS*S k(+US0* 2lh )+l0*Jl)S M0)/ )+(Jh -(kJMV
costs (such as higher taxes or reduced GDP), individual people, families, and communities bear the
immediate brunt of such externalities. TNS+SQ/+Sc )NM* #+)MVJS jMJJ Jl+OSJh l'/MU )lJKM0O lk/() P)NS
-(kJMV: l0U jMJJ M0*)SlU MUS0)MQh )N/*S lQQSV)SU kh Si)S+0lJM)MS* l* Pkh*)l0US+*: fMbSbc 0/0-l+)MVM-l0)* M0 )NS 2l+KS) )+l0*lV)M/0ec P-S/-JSc: l0U PV/22(0M)MS*b:
47 See A Brief History of Pollution, NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADM INISTRATION,
http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/kits/pollution/02history.html. These facilities were often
located adjacent to rivers to provide easy access to process water; the disposal capacity of the
waterways provided an additional economic benefit.
48 See Zygmunt J.B. Plater, Facing A Time of Counter-RevolutionQthe Kepone Incident and A
Review of First Principles, 29 U. RICH. L. REV. 657, 659T77 (1995) (discussing externalization in
the context of the historiVlJ US'SJ/-2S0) /Q S0'M+/02S0)lJ +SO(Jl)M/0e nNS+SM0lQ)S+ P>Jl)S+c Kepone
and First Principles:mb See also, Illinois v. City of Milwaukee, 406 U.S. 91, 92 S. Ct. 1385, 31 L.
`Ub HU CIH fIACHe fPMilwaukee I Pe% !M)h /Q XMJjl(KSS 'b \JJM0/M*, 451 U.S. 304, 317, 101 S. Ct.
ICBFc DB Yb `Ub HU IIF fIABIe fPMilwaukee II Pe% XM**/(+M 'b \JJM0/M*, 180 U.S. 208, 21 S. Ct. 331,
FE Yb `Ub FAC fIAaIe f PMissouri I Pe% XM**/(+M 'b \JJM0/M*, 200 U.S. 496, 26 S. Ct. 268, 50 L. Ed.
ECH fIAaDe fPMissouri II Pe flJJ lUU+S**Mng externalized costs related to sewage discharges). Air
emissions similarly impose real costs. See Connecticut v. Am. Elec. Power Co., Inc., 582 F.3d 309,
326 (2d Cir. 2009) ?&72(, 131 S. Ct. 2527, 180 L. Ed. 2d 435 (U.S. 2011) (addressing externalized
costs of greenhouse gas emissions); Georgia v. Tenn. Copper Co., 206 U.S. 230, 237T39, 27 S. Ct.
618, 51 L. Ed. 1038 (1907) (addressing externalized costs associated with emission of sulfur
compounds respectively).
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Environmental regulation is intended, in part, to compel internalizatio n
of some of these costs. 49
Without such regulation, private market participants can (and do) take
advantage of externalities, in effect to compel communities to pay part of
the cost of their profit-making activity.50 These market players can realize
substantial economic benefits by passing along real-world costs to the
public (or to specific communities of people), whether or not the affected
members of the public consent or themselves realize any substantial
benefit.51 9NM* KM0U /Q -+M'l)SJh M2-/*SU 2l+KS) P*(k*MUh: M* )NS 0/+2 M0
much of the world today, especially affecting people in countries with
developing economies.52 Public costs are still common in the United
States, however. One life-cycle analysis of domestic coal use, for
example, estimates that externalities impose, in the aggregate, a cost of
$345 billion annually.53
The system of environmental and public health regulations in place in
the United States, however, was intended, at least in part, to address the
problem of externalities that was brought into sharp focus by the

49 Environmental externalities exist in the form of water pollution, air pollution, solid waste
disposal, occupational exposures, agricultural and silvicultural practices, unsafe consumer
products, resource over exploitation, and in other contexts. See David R. Hodas, The Role of Law
in Defining Sustainable Development: NEPA Reconsidered, 3 WIDENER L. SYM P. J. 1, 57T58 (Fall
1998); Henry N. Butler & Jonathan R. Macey, Externalities and the Matching Principle: The Case
for Reallocating Environmental Regulatory Authority, 14 YALE L. & POL6Y REV. 23, 29 (1996).
See also Gordon J. Johnson, Paying the Piper: Comments on Liability for Natural Resource Injury:
Beyond Tort, 6 ALB. L.J. SCI. & T ECHb HDEc HCa fIAADe f0/)M0O P)Nl) S0'M+/02S0)lJ +SO(Jl)M/0 M* l
battlefield for various theories of and methods to compel economic entities to internalize the costs
/Q -/JJ()M/0:eb
50 John C. Dernbach, Sustainable Development as a Framework for National Governance, 49
CASE W. RES. L. REV. 1, 59 (1998) (In the international contextc Q/+ Sil2-JSc PSi)S+0lJMgSU V/*)*
-+/'MUS l0 M0UM+SV) *(k*MUh )Nl) 2lh OM'S )NS kS0SQM)SU S0)M)h l0 M0)S+0l)M/0lJ )+lUS lU'l0)lOSb:eb
See also Richard J. King, Trade and the Environment: European Lessons for North America, 14
UCLA J. ENVTL. L. & POL6Y 209c HHH fIAADe f/k*S+'M0O )Nl) S'S0 */2S PM0U(*)+MlJM*)* . . . in
countries with high environmental standards, have contended that lax environmental standards
amount to an indirect subsidy because the goods produced in that country do not bear the full costs
/Q -+/U(V)M/0b:eb
51 See supra note 15 (discussing the substantial externalized costs associated with the nonregulation of certain emissions from electric utilities).
52 See, e.g., Yuhong Zhao, /?G(& GD( ]D7!?CDE&D;` :"G__&D#&= >$;&? :"!DG2= ,/5 >**&==!CD,
32 COLUM . J. ENVTL. L. FIc CF fHaaCe flUU+S**M0O )NS P(+OS0) 0SSU: Q/+ !NM0S*S Jlj )/ kS))S+
internalize negative environmental externalities).
53 Paul R. Epstein et al., Full Cost of Accounting for the Life Cycle of Coal, 1219 ANNALS OF
THE NEW YORK ACADEM Y OF SCIENCES 73, 91 (2011) (Low, best, and high estimates were $175,
$345, and $523 billion, respectively. Costs included, among other things, land disturbance, methane
emissions, carcinogenicity, health burdens in Appalachia, fatalities, air pollutant impacts, lost
productivity, mental retardation, cardiovascular impacts, climate damage from CO 2 , N2 O, and black
Vl+k/0b 9NS l()N/+* 0/)S )Nl) )NSM+ +S'MSj jl* PJM2M)SU kh )NS /2M**M/0 /Q 2l0h S0'M+/02S0)lJc
community, mental health, and economic impacts )Nl) l+S 0/) Sl*MJh ,(l0)MQMlkJSb:e.
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industrial boom of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. 54 By
)NS S0U /Q )NS IADa6*c -/JJ()M/0 M0 #2S+MVl0 jl)S+jlh*c *2/O M0
American cities, and the degradation of many of our natural treasures had
ushered in the modern era of domestic environmental regulation. 55 In
many instances these regulations have proven remarkably effective and
relatively inexpensive compared to the avoided costs to society. In an
assessment of the projected costs and benefits of the Clean Air Act
kS)jSS0 IAAa l0U HaHac `>#6* ?QQMVS /Q #M+ l0U <lUMl)M/0 S*)M2l)SU
that implementation of that statute in 2010 provided annual net benefits
of between $110 billion and $3.7 trillion.56 `>#6* l0lJh*M* -+/U(VSU
estimated benefit to cost ratios ranging from 3:1 up to 72:1. 57
Indeed, regulation of the marketplace (in one form or another) is
widely accepted as necessary to counteract the market incentives
concerning externalities, and to prevent the imposition of associated costs
on an unsuspecting public 58R)Nl) M*c )/ V/2-SJ 2l+KS) lV)/+* P)/ lVV/(0)
for the externality within the cost of the transaction, for example by
installing pollution control equipment to correct the environmental
M2-lV)b:59 This reduces the externalized social costs and correspondingly
54 See ERIC PEARSON , ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES LAW 1T2 (LexisNexis, 2d
ed. 2002) (describing pollution problems caused by Industrial Revolution). But see Kevin C. Foy,
Home Is Where the Health Is: The Convergence of Environmental Justice, Affordable Housing, and
Green Building, 30 PACE ENVTL. L. REV. Ic E fHaIHe fP9NS QM+*) #2S+MVl0 0l)M/0lJ *)l)()/+h SQQ/+)*
at environmental protection were driven by concern for commerce more than other values. For
example, the Rivers & Harbors Act of 1899 represented an effort to keep the waters of the United
States free from debris, so as not to impede shipping lanes. As the twentieth century progressed,
however, other values, including human health, scenic beauty, wilderness protection, and
conservation, began to evolve. With the emphasis on these values, in addition to commerce, the
+SlVN /Q S0'M+/02S0)lJ -+/)SV)M/0 Si-l0USUb:e fM0)S+0lJ VM)l)M/0* /2M))SUeb
55 David A. Westbrook, Liberal Environmental Jurisprudence, 27 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 619, 622
fIAAFe fPX/US+0 S0'M+/02S0)lJ Jlj M* l**/VMl)SU jM)N )NS +M*S /Q l0 S0'M+/02S0)lJ V/0*VM/(*0S**
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The contemporary era of environmental law
began with the great statutes of the sixties and the seventies, and is being transformed by the
M0)S+-S0S)+l)M/0 /Q SV/0/2MV l0U JSOlJ )SVN0M,(S*b:eb
56 Benefits and Costs of the Clean Air Act From 1990 to 2020, U.S. EPA, OFFICE OF AIR AND
RADIATION 7-9, Table 7-5 [pdf page 196] (April 2011), https://www.epa.gov/clean-air-actoverview/benefits-and-costs-clean-air-act-1990-2020-report-documents-and-graphics [hereinafter
PEPA CAA COST BENEFIT REPORT :m f)NM* +SQJSV)* J/jc 2SUM(2 l0U NMON l00(lJ kS0SQM) S*)M2l)S*
of $160 billion, $1.3 trillion, and $3.8 trillion, respectively, and monetized costs of compliance of
3EG kMJJM/0eb 9NM* +S-/+) (*S* l Nh-/)NS)MVlJ kl*SJM0Sc jNMVN SQQSV)M'SJh PQ+SSgS* )NS *V/-S l0U
*)+M0OS0Vh /Q S2M**M/0* V/0)+/J* l) )NSM+ IAAa JS'SJ*c: )N(*c M) S*)M2l)S* /0Jh )NS kS0SQM)* )Nl) lV crue
above and beyond what CAA programs had already achieved by 1990. Id. at 1T3.
57 Id. at 7-9, Table 7-5.
58 See Plater, Kepone and First Principles, supra note 48, at 705 (observing as well that there
SiM*)* Pl0 Sl+0S*) M0*)M)()M/0lJ SQQ/+) )/ +S*M*) l0U )(+0 klVK S0'M+/02S0)lJ -+/)SV)M/0*c V/2M0O Q+/2
those who are forced to internalize V/*)* -+S'M/(*Jh -l**SU jMUSJh )/ )NS V/22/0*:e% <(Uh >S+KM0*c
Note, Electricity Deregulation, Environmental Externalities and the Limitations of Price, 39 B.C.
L. REV. 993, 1059 (1998).
59 Perkins, supra note 58, at 1059.
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increases the cost of production, incorporating those costs into the market
transaction. As already noted, the trade-off between increased cost of
production and reductions in costs imposed on communities and the
public is not always an even one. In the Clean Air Act example discussed
below, for example, EPA estimates that the health-related benefits of
reducing toxic air pollutants will be far greater than the cost to industry
associated with controlling pollutant emissions. 60
Where a particular market participant or category of participant is
granted an exception from otherwise applicable mechanisms intended to
force the internalization of the environmental and human health costs of
commercial activity, what was a negative externality becomes a discrete
subsidy.61 In such instances, the government has acted to effectively
sanction the externality; it has negotiated on behalf of individual affected
citizens, encumbered communities, and the public at large to accept the
negative consequence of the industrial behavior as a tolerable trade-off in
exchange for its societal and economic benefits, even though it is not
doing so for other similarly situated market actors.
This kind of subsidy-by-exemption is distinctive in several respects.
First, unlike fiscal subsidies, 62 sector-specific environmental exemptions
seek to subsidize the profit-making capacity of a particular industrial
activity by specifically withdrawing otherwise applicable protections
negotiated by the government on behalf of society. Second, rather than
assigning the burden of the discrete subsidy with specificity to some
identifiable group (such as all taxpayers, or purchasers of particular goods
or services), which is an inherent component of a monetary subsidy, the
cost of a furtive subsidy is principally allocated (or misallocated) to the
communities most affected by the officially sanctioned environmental
noncompliance (e.g., those breathing dirty air, drinking contaminated

60 As EPA points out, its analysis counts only those benefits that are quantifiable,
acknowledging that there will also be many unquantifiable benefits that remain unaccounted for
(and that may serve as additional justifications for regulation). See REGULATORY IMPACT
ANALYSIS FOR THE FINAL MERCURY AND AIR T OXICS STANDARDS, U.S. EPA ES-18 (Dec. 2011)
[hereinafter EGU MACT RIA]. There may also be significant uncertainty associated with the
quantification of both costs and benefits generally. Id. at ES-16 to ES-19.
61 This is no less a subsidy, for example, than urban industrial zoning laws. See Roderick M.
Hills, Jr. & David Schleicher, The Steep Costs of Using Noncumulative Zoning to Preserve Land
for Urban Manufacturing, 77 U. CHI. L. REVb HFAc HDa fHaIae fP9NS 2lL/+ L(*)MQMVl)M/0 Q/+
exclusion of residential uses from manufacturing zones is less concerned with prevention of
nuisance litigation than with stabilization of land prices. In purpose and effect, noncumulative
zoning is a subsidy to draw manufacturing enterprises to the cityRit reduces the cost of
manufacturing land in the city, and, thereby, is a subsiUh )/ 0Sj 2l0(QlV)(+M0O S0)+l0)*b:eb
62 Fiscal subsidies include economic incentives such as tax preferences, general grants, and
various types of federal spending.
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water, or consuming tainted fish). 63 Nor is there typically any rational
justification for such an allocationRe.g., based on the distribution of the
benefits of the industrial activity.64 Third, industry and its representatives
have a degree of access to the underlying law-making process (whether
legislative or administrative) that is rarely enjoyed by members of the
most affected communities. Thus, the substantive deliberations tend to be
one-sidedRmissing meaningful scrutiny of the nature and magnitude of
the burdens that communities and bystanders will be asked to shoulder. 65
Finally, because of underlying environmental and social inequities, the
burden of furtive subsidies is likely to be felt more acutely by traditionally
63 While arguably, in a world of limited resources, even fiscal subsidies require some policy
trade-offs, conceptually the decrease in general government revenue affects all programs more or
less equally, and, at minimum, allows for considered and deliberate decision-making about where
and how to allocate what remains in a manner that best serves the public interest. Moreover, fiscal
subsidies are often accompanied by legal protections that reflect important collective social
L(UO2S0)*b _/+ Sil2-JSc )/ )NS Si)S0) )Nl) l QM*VlJ *(k*MUh V/0*)M)()S* PQSUS+lJ QM0l0VMlJ l**M*)l0VSc:
it is subject (among other things) to the non-discrimination protections of Title VI of the Civil
Rights of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000d (1964). Federal financial assistance, in this context, means much
more than the direct provision of money; it includes, for example:
(1) A grant or loan of federal financial assistance, including funds made available for:
(a) The acquisition, construction, renovation, restoration, or repair of a building or
facility or any portion thereof; and
(b) Scholarships, loans, grants, wages, or other funds extended to any entity for payment
to or on behalf of students admitted to that entity, or extended directly to such students
for payment to that entity.
(2) A grant of federal real or personal property or any interest therein, including surplus
property, and the proceeds of the sale or transfer of such property, if the federal share of
the fair market value of the property is not, upon such sale or transfer, properly accounted
for to the Federal Government.
(3) Provision of the services of federal personnel.
(4) Sale or lease of federal property or any interest therein at nominal consideration or at
consideration reduced for the purpose of assisting the recipient or in recognition of public
interest to be served thereby, or permission to use federal property or any interest therein
without consideration.
(5) Any other contract, agreement, or arrangement that has as one of its purposes the
provision of assistance to any education program or activity, except a contract of
insurance or guaranty.
CIVIL RIGHTS DIRECTIVE 2009-1, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, U.S. DEPT . OF INTERIOR (June
25, 2009).
64 Infra Part II.B.
65 As discussed above and more fully in Part III, the direct costs avoided by the electric utility
industry over twenty years of non-compliance with the Clel0 #M+ #V)6* Nlgl+U/(* lM+ -/JJ()M/0
provisions amount to as much as $9.6 billion per year, see supra note 15, and the quantifiable and
non-quantifiable cost to communities and the public of not regulating those emissions was much
higher. Had the policy debate been about whether to adopt monetary subsidies to compensate the
-(kJMV Q/+ )NS V/*)* M2-/*SU kh SJSV)+MV ()MJM)MS*6 S0'M+/02S0)lJ 0/0V/2-JMl0VS Q/+ )j/ USVlUS*c )/
the tune of perhaps $50 billion per year, Congress (and the public) would likely have applied a
higher degree of scrutiny in the decision-making process. Instead, however, Congress covertly
allocated these costs to encumbered communities, bystanders, and the public at large by way of
regulatory exclusion.
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disempowered communities, especially communities of color and poor
communities of all kinds. In this regard, the distributive effects of such
environmental regulatory exclusions tend to be regressive in nature,
underscoring the significance of furtive subsidies as a serious
environmental justice issue.66
Government subsidy of industry (including the fossil fuel industry) is
0/) +S2l+KlkJSb #* l OS0S+lJ 2l))S+c PQSUS+lJ M0VS0)M'S* )/ *)M2(Jl)S
industry have been defended on two grounds: (1) to promote a new
technology during the early stages of its development, and (2) to pay the
difference between the value of an activity to the private sector and its
'lJ(S )/ )NS -(kJMV *SV)/+b:67 These justifications have certainty played a
role in the adoption of domestic subsidies for the fossil fuel industry. For
example, the advent of the automobile early in the twentieth century was
the catalyst for a suite of subsidies for the oil and gas industry. 68
Currently, credible estimates of total domestic fiscal subsidies for the
fossil fuel/energy industry range from $2.6 to $121 billion annually. 69
These numbers do not reflect, among other things, the value of
Si)S+0lJMgSU V/*)* f)N/*S P*NMQ)SU /0)/ *(++/(0UM0O -/-(Jl)M/0* jM)N/()
V/2-S0*l)M/0:ec /+ *(k*MUMS* )/ PVJ/*S V/2-JM2S0)*: fM0Q+l*)+(V)(+S JMKS
highways that facilitate use of fossil fuels). 70 When externalized costs are
66 Environmental justice is now widely recognized as an important legal and policy issue, as
evidenced by its prominence in the policymaking dialogue over the past ten years. See, e.g., EJ
2020 ACTION AGENDA: `>#6S ENVIRONM ENTAL J USTICE STRATEGY, U.S. EPA,
https://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/ej-2020-action-agenda-epas-environmental-justicestrategy; PLAN EJ 2014, U.S. EPA, https://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/plan-ej-2014. The
environmental justice implications of regulatory exclusions, however, have received little attention.
The author hopes that this Article will serve at a catalyst for more robust examination of both the
decision-making process that results in furtive subsidies, and the ethical and environmental justice
implications of such policy decisions.
67 Mona L. Hymel, Env!?CDE&D;G_ /GZ 3C_!*X !D ;"& .D!;&( 0;G;&=` > O<!;6 C$ W!=;C?X, 3 ARIZ .
J. ENVTL. L. & POL6Y 157, 162 (2013) (internal citations omitted).
68 Id. at 164T72. Hymel explains:
At the turn of the twentieth century, the U.S. government prioritized the development of
motorized transport for all with a ready supply of inexpensive fuel . . . b#* #2S+MVl0*6
dependence on automobile transport increased, our fuel demands required exploration
for new supplies and advancements in fuel transport technologies. The federal
government expanded incentives for the exploration and development of oil and gas
while continuing to fund existing subsidies. By the early 1970s, however, the rationale
for continued incentives for oil and gas had moved from one of support of a fledgling
industry to price support for the American oil habit.
Id. at 162 (internal citations omitted).
69 See Koplow and Dernbach, supra note 19, at 368 (reviewing existing studies of U.S. fossil
fuel subsidies). Other studies have looked at slightly different questions regarding energy-related
subsidies. See e.g., ESTIM ATING U.S. GOVERNM ENT SUBSIDIES TO ENERGY SOURCES:2002T2008
f`0'M+/02S0)lJ Ylj \0*)M)()Sc ;S-)b HaaAe nNS+SM0lQ)S+ PELI ESTIM ATING SUBSIDIES:mb
70 Koplow and Dernbach, supra note 19, at 363. See also PERVERSE SUBSIDIES, supra note 18,
at 69T72 (discussing environmental externalities in the energy context).
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included, the total annual subsidy estimates range from $202 million to
$1.7 trillion.71
Whatever the purported justification for an industry subsidy, almost no
one would agree to subsidize a specific industry sector with their own
health and wellbeing, or that of their family. This is especially so, where
measures exist to significantly reduce or eliminate the offending
externalities (e.g., effective emission control technologies), and where
others are required to pay their own way. Indeed, the selection of furtive
subsidies in the environmental context inescapably reflects a policy
choice to subordinate the wellbeing of individuals, families, and
communities to the economic interests of a particular class of market
participantReven as other similarly situated market actors are required
to reduce or eliminate their pollution output in deference to the social
values embodied in the relevant regulatory program. 72 From the
perspective of an encumbered community that is exposed to mercury,
contaminated water, toxic constituents in solid waste, or other harmful
byproducts of industrial activity, the source of the offending pollution is
of little importance. They are just as injured whether it originates from
power plant operations, trash incineration, or the smelting of lead. 73
B. Equity Implications of Furtive Subsidies
The political process surrounding the adoption of furtive subsidies
tends to ignore or marginalize the concerns of communities. Congress
often adopts targeted exclusions from federal environmental statutes
without open and informed dialogues, or any meaningful inclusion of
potentially affected communities. Instead, furtive subsidies are usually
the result of closed-door negotiations that occur during the mark-up
process, at the end of a fully matured legislative process. This is hardly
an approach designed to achieve transparency and thorough deliberation,

71 Koplow and Dernbach, supra note 19, at 363, 365 (The reduction in the low end is attributable
to application of off-setsRtaxes or fees paid by industry to governments and subtracted from the
gross subsidy value to generate a net subsidy estimate. At the high end of these estimates,
externalities are the single largest influence.).
72 Not surprisingly, as a result, subsidies (including furtive subsidMS*e P)S0U )/ kS0SQM) QSj l) )NS
Si-S0*S /Q 2l0hc l0U j/+*Sc )NS +MVN l) )NS Si-S0*S /Q )NS -//+c: jNMJS lJ*/ /Q)S0 P*S+'nM0Om )/ -lh
)NS -/JJ()S+b: PERVERSE SUBSIDIES, supra note 18, at xxiii.
73 As a conceptual matter, there may be circumstances under which a sector-specific healthrelated trade might be accepted. For example, where it is technically impossible for an industry to
reduce or eliminate its impacts on public health, and where the existence of the industry provides a
significant net benefit to society, we might accept those impacts. In such instances, however, polic y
decision makers may still address the externalized burdens on communities by charging the
M0U(*)+h lV)/+ Q/+ )NS 'lJ(S /Q )NS P*/VMlJMgSU V/*)*: l0U fMUSlJJhe -+/'MUM0O *S+'MVS* )/ the affected
communities to minimize or manage the adverse effects.
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or to ensure robust consideration of important social, policy, economic,
legal, and ethical implications.
Moreover, access to this process is hardly equitable. As already noted,
industry pays handsomely to have its voice heard in the policy-making
process, and the fossil fuel industry is among the biggest spenders.74
Industry has a heavy influence in electoral politics, where money often
decides elections, and elections decide policy. 75 The revolving-door in
Washington regularly brings corporate sycophants to high positions in
government agencies, and then back to the corporate fold.76 Industry
l**/VMl)M/0*c JMKS )NS #2S+MVl0 >S)+/JS(2 \0*)M)()S fP#>\:ec )NS `UM*/0
Electric Institute, and the American Public Power Association, regularly
inform decision-making processes in Congress and within federal
agencies through open fora (like Congressional hearings) and (perhaps
most significantly) in more private settings with individual Congressmen,
Congressional staff, or agency officials. These players, especially the
most well-heeled industries, are perfectly positioned to steer policy in
ways that benefit their interests, 77 including toward furtive environmental
subsidies.
The communities most likely to be affected by the pollution from
furtive subsidies are at the other end of the spectrum of political influence.
Low-income communities of all stripes, and communities of color
regardless of income, are disproportionally represented here.
Furthermore, these communities are more likely to be close to pollution
sources, more likely to suffer from pollution related ailments, and more

See supra note 14 and accompanying text.
The political influence of corporate entities is likely to grow during the Donald Trump
presidency, and in light of Supreme Court decisions like Citizens United v. FEC, 130 S. Ct. 876
(2010). See generally Molly J. Walker Wilson, Too Much of a Good Thing: Campaign Speech After
Citizens United, 31 CARDOZO L. REV. 2365 (2010). To the extent this trend continues, it is likely
to hurt communities (especially marginalized communities) who often find themselves at odds with
corporate interests.
76 See Brendan A. Cappiello, The Price of Inequality and the 2005 Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention
and Consumer Protection Act, 17 N.C. BANKING INST . 401, 419T20 (2aIGe f0/)M0O )Nl) PnMm0
practice, the revolving door phenomenon is real. Hundreds of revolving door employees have
worked or currently work for the largest agencies in the United States government. While certainly
not all of these revolving door regulators neglect their civic duties, if enough agency personnel are
2/+S M0 JM0S jM)N )NS M0U(*)+h )Nl0 )NS -(kJMVc -/JMVh l0U +SO(Jl)M/0 Vl0 *(QQS+:eb See also Top
Agencies, OPENSECRETS. ORG, http://www.opensecrets.org/revolving/top.php?display=G (last
visited Jan. 17, 2013) (identifying the agencies with the most revolving door employees).
77 In addition to the energy sector, pharmaceuticals, telecommunications, aerospace and
defense, and the financial sector are among the most heavily subsidized industries. See Joe Romm,
Climate Progress, Over Half of All U.S. Tax Subsidies Go to Four Industries. Guess Which Ones?,
T HINKPROGRESS, Nov. 13, 2011, http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2011/11/13/366988/over-halfof-all-us-tax-subsidies-go-to-four-industries-guess-which-ones/.
74

75
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likely to be affected by multiple pollution sources. 78 Accordingly,
members of these communities not only bear a disproportionate
economic burden, in the form of financial hardshipsRlost wages,
reduced earning potential, and increased medical costs (among other
things)79Rthey also suffer disproportionately from associated
psychological and emotional distress. 80 All in all, members of
encumbered communities typically lack the access to the decisionmaking process that is enjoyed by the fossil fuel industry and its
lobbyists, and are likely to have diminished access in general to the
political process relative to their white and wealthier counterparts. 81 By
default, these communities (as relative outsiders) rely even more on the
quality and integrity of the policymaking process as a vehicle for robust
consideration of relevant issues. That process, however, frequently lets
them down.
#* US*V+MkSU kh >+/QS**/+ ]/'S0Kl2-c P-(kJMV VN/MVS )NS/+h:
suggests that:
Money, influence, and argument flow more or less in proportion
to the economic interests at stake, and the result is relatively
efficient legislation. For example, if legislation benefits one
group by 10X and injures another group by X, the beneficiaries
will be willing to commit more resources than the victims and

78 See generally Robert D. Bullard et. al., Toxic Wastes and Race at Twenty: Why Race Still
Matters After All of These Years, 38 ENVTL. L. 371 (2008) (describing the environmental justice
Jl0U*Vl-Se nNS+SM0lQ)S+ PToxic Wastes and Race at Twenty:m% !+h*)al Gammon, Pollution, Poverty,
and People of Color: Asthma and the Inner City, SCIENTIFIC AM ERICAN , June 20, 2012,
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/pollution-poverty-people-color-asthma-inner-city/.
79 Toxic Wastes and Race at Twenty, supra note 78, at 377T80.
80 See, e.g., Catherine Millas Kaiman, Environmental Justice & Community-Based Reparations,
39 SEATTLE U.L. REV. IGHCc IGDG fHaIDe fUM*V(**M0O )NS MUSl /Q P,(l0)MQhM0O )NS -*hVN/J/OMVlJ
trauma of a community that has been forced to live with a0 M0VM0S+l)/+:eb 9NS*S (0,(l0)MQMlkJS
costs might include impacts associated with the emotional suffering that accompanies illness, the
anxiety associated with poverty, the sorrow of losing loved ones, the psychological toll of raising
a child with a mental or physical impairment, or the spiritual oppression of lost hope.
81 See Kristen Clarke, Voting Rights & City-County Consolidations, 43 HOUS. L. REV. 621, 684
fHaaDe fP#Q+MVl0 #2S+MVl0* )N+/(ON/() )NS !/22/0jSlJ)N /Q ZS0)(VKh l+S UM*lU'l0)lOSU jM)N
regard to certain socio-SV/0/2MV 'l+MlkJS* jNMVN UM+SV)Jh M2-lV) lVVS** )/ )NS klJJ/) k/ib:e% ^JS00
D. Magpantay, So Much Huff and Puff: Whether Independent Redistricting Commissions Are
Inconsequential for Communities of Color, 16 ASIAN PAC. AM . L.J. 4, 7 (2011) (discussing the
history of redistricting and communities of color); Spencer Overton, Voting Rights Disclosure, 127
HARV. L. REV. Fb IAc Ha fHaIGe fUM*V(**M0O +SVS0) SQQ/+)* )/ P+S*)+MV) . . . access [to the franchise]
in order to diminish the -/JM)MVlJ M2-lV) /Q '(J0S+lkJS V/0*)M)(S0VMS*:e% 9S++h ;2M)Nc Reinventing
Black Politics: Senate Districts, Minority Vote Dilution and the Preservation of the Second
Reconstruction, 25 HASTINGS CONST . L.Q. 277 (1998).
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will tend to persuade the elected representatives to support the
proposal. 82

]/'S0Kl2- lVK0/jJSUOS* )Nl) )NM* )NS/+h M* P/-)M2M*)MVc M0 )Nl)
*/2S)NM0O lKM0 )/ )NS 8-(kJMV M0)S+S*)6 S'S0)(lJJh njM0*m /()c US*-M)S )NS
self-interest of most participants in the proces*b:83 A less rosy view is
almost certainly more accurate (although perhaps still a poor reflection of
reality). As Hovenkamp describes it, according to the pessimistic brand
of public choice theory:
Interest groups that are small, single-minded, and well-organized
tend to convey their messages more clearly than large interest
groups with diverse agendas. This produces a significant bias in
the legislative process in favor of smaller, more efficient special
interest groups. Legislation often favors the interests of a
minority and may be quite contrary to the interests of the
majority . . . .Thus, public choice theory suggests that republican
legislative systems produce socially useless or even harmful
laws. 84

W/) *(+-+M*M0OJhc (0US+ )NM* )NS/+h PjS j/(JU Si-SV) to see more
efficient interest groups organized on the side representing the largest
l2/(0) /Q O+/** jSlJ)N: f/+ -S+Nl-* )NS O+Sl)S*) V/0VS0)+l)M/0 /Q
wealth), because of the magnified value for such interests of positive
legislative outcomes.85 When it comes to the concentration of gross
wealth, there are few sectors of our economy that can compete with the
energy sector.86
On the public health side of the debate, from the perspective of
individual community members, the potential advantages of political
engagement on environmental policy issues are often incredibly dilute,
uncertain, and likely to be perceived as relatively small. This is not
necessarily true of aggregate societal gains, as one can clearly see from
)NS `>#6* V/*)-benefit assessment of the CAA or it analysis associated
with 2012 EGU MACT Rule. 87 However, there are often few, if any,
82 Herbert Hovenkamp, Legislation, Well-Being, and Public Choice, 57 U. CHI. L. REV. 63, 86
(1990).
83 Id.
84 Id. at 86 (1990) (citing Richard A. Posner, Theories of Economic Regulation, 5 BELL J ECON
& MGM T SCI 335 (1974); Gary S. Becker, Pressure Groups and Political Behavior, in CAPITALISM
AND DEM OCRACY: SCHUMPETER REVISITED 120 (Richard D. Coe and Charles K. Wilber eds.,
Notre Dame1985)).
85 Hovenkamp, supra note 82, at 87 (1990).
86 Profits for Oil, Gas & Coal Companies Operating in the U.S. and Canada, OIL CHANGE
INTERNATIONAL, http://priceofoil.org/2013/09/26/profits-oil-gas-coal-companies-operating-u-scanada/ f+S-/+)* )NS P-+/QM) 2lUS M0 HaIH kh V/2-l0MS* M0'/J'SU M0 Si)+lV)M0Oc )+l0*-/+)M0Oc
+SQM0M0Oc UM*)+Mk()M0O l0U )+lUM0O M0 Q/**MJ Q(SJ* M0 )NS 70M)SU ;)l)S* l0U !l0lUl: )o be $271 billion).
87 See supra note 15.
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advocates with the resources, expertise, or inclination to mount an
effective campaign on behalf of communities. That is not to say that
industry lobbying goes unchallenged in a general sense, but when debate
over adoption of a comprehensive regulatory program is reduced to the
possibility of a discrete exemption in favor of a particular industry sector,
most parties are willing to consider compromise. Such a discrete
regulatory exception would, of course, be of paramount importance to the
communities that it would directly affect, but they rarely have a seat at
the table, either directly or via effective representation. As a result, debate
and negotiation over such provisions rarely focuses on the question of
whether shifting the burden onto these communities is the most equitable
and appropriate form of subsidy. 88 Industry is willing to take what prize
it can, and the interests of under-represented constituencies often can be
traded away with the least resistance.
In fact, broader societal dynamics make it likely that the most
vulnerable communities will have little practical incentive to themselves
commit valuable (and scarce) resources to persuade elected
representatives of the need for uncompromising positions on
environmental policy issues. Even if the perceived value were high, such
communities typically have limited capacity to meaningfully offset the
lobbying investment that the regulated industry is willing to commit. 89
Indeed, even within more affluent affected communities, mobilization of
political opposition may be unlikely to emerge even if the aggregate cost

88 Nor have the major environmental non-profit organizations historically been very effective
at representing the viewpoints of marginalized communities (although many groups are making
more serious efforts of late), perhaps as a function of calcified policy perspectives, a lack of
diversity, and a poor understanding of how to engage with unfamiliar constituencies. See generally,
Patrice L. Simms, On Diversity and Public Policymaking: An Environmental Justice Perspective,
13 SUSTAINABLE DEV. L. & POL6Y 14, 15 (2013).
89 See supra notes 13 and 14 and accompanying text (regarding the amount of lobbying dollars
spent influencing federal policy). See also Richard Craswell, Passing on the Costs of Legal Rules:
Efficiency and Distribution in Buyer-Seller Relationships, 43 STAN. L. REV. 361, 385T86 (1991)
fqM*V(**M0O PjSlJ)N SQQSV)*:R)NS MUSl )Nl) P)NS SQQMVMS0Vh /Q -S+2M))M0O /+ -+/NMkM)M0O -/JJ()M/0
2lh US-S0U /0 jNS)NS+ -/JJ()M/0 M* lJ+SlUh -S+2M))SU /+ -+/NMkM)SUc: l0U /0 )NS jSlJ)N-related
effects of other rules. Thus, the value of controlling pollution and the adverse effects that pollution
has on affected communities are interdependent factors, making it difficult (if not impossible) to
meaningfully select a regulatory approach on an efficiency basis alone. Distributional
considerations, then, appropriately play an important role in such decisions.). See also David M.
Driesen, The Societal Cost of Environmental Regulation: Beyond Administrative Cost-Benefit
Analysis, 24 ECOLOGY L.Qb EFEc EEI fIAACe fP# V/*)-benefit criterion can only purport to address
l QlM+Jh JM2M)SU SV/0/2MV O/lJc )Nl) /Q M2-+/'M0O 8lJJ/Vl)M'S SQQMVMS0Vh6 l2/0O l0 l+)MQMVMlJJh
JM2M)SU *S) /Q lV)/+*b:eb
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to the public far exceeds the cost of industry compliance, 90 because few
if any individuals have any certainty of suffering catastrophic loss. 91
In the end, the structural dynamic of the legislative process that
underlies the adoption of environmental subsidies tends to favor the
political considerations of the industry participants over the interests of
potentially affected communities. This is especially true with respect to
sectors with deep pockets and political savvy, and where the issues
revolve around narrow and technically complex exceptions that benefit
specific industries without categorically undermining the broader human
health and environmental protection objectives of the underlying
statutory program.92 As a result, we have in place environmental
programs littered with exemptions that function as distinct subsidies for
specific industries. And while these furtive subsidies perhaps provide
some indirect benefits for the public at large (such as incrementally
cheaper electricity), their cost is often borne disproportionately on the
shoulders of the most powerless communities.93
90 9NS SiVJ(*M/0 /Q SJSV)+MV ()MJM)MS* Q+/2 +SO(Jl)M/0 (0US+ )NS !JSl0 #M+ #V)6* lM+ )/iMV*
provisions is a good example of such asymmetric costs. See supra notes 13 and 14.
91 This is in part a problem of imperfect knowledge, a fundamental and compelling criticism of
cost-benefit analysis generally. See Shi-Ling Hsu, On the Role of Cost-Benefit Analysis in Envtl.
Law: > <CCa 1&7!&\ C$ [?GDa >*a&?EGD ^ R!=G W&!DV&?_!D#2= 3?!*&_&==` 5D TDC\!D# ;"& 3?!*& C$
Everything & the Value of Nothing, 35 ENVTL. L. 135, 162 (2005) (Noting Ackerman and
]SM0gS+JM0O6* -/M0) )Nl) PM) M* -S+QSV)Jh +l)M/0lJ Q/+ -S/-JS )/ S0OlOS M0 M0)(M)Mve toxicology, given
the amount of effort that would be required to make consistently accurate assessments of personal
risk . . . .So it is not that common folks are not capable of making their own decisions about risk; it
is that there is a market failure in information about risk. When markets fail, government
M0)S+'S0)M/0 M* jl++l0)SUb:e% XMVNlSJ 9b !l--(VVMc Prudential Regulation & the Knowledge
Problem, 9 VA. L. & BUS. REV. 1, 39 (2014) (discussing the critical role of knowledge in connection
with fina0VMlJ 2l+KS) +SO(Jl)M/0c l0U /k*S+'M0O )Nl) PnMm2-S+QSV) K0/jJSUOS M* 0/) l VNlJJS0OS )Nl)
can be overcome, but an unavoidable fact that must be accepted. All complex systems are
*(*VS-)MkJS )/ QlMJ(+S:eb
92 As Hovenkamp points out, there are some rather striking reasons to reject the universal
l--JMVlkMJM)h /Q )NM* )NS/+S)MVlJ 2/USJb P`0/+2/(* l+Sl* /Q JSOlJ -/JMVh 2lKM0Oc *(VN l* )NS VM'MJ
rights legislation of the 1960s and the deregulation movement of the 1980s, seem quite inconsistent
with public choice theory. In both these cases representatives risked the wrath of powerful single
interest groups in order to do what the public wanted or what they felt as a matter of ideology was
)NS +MON) )NM0O )/ U/b: ]/'S0Kl2-c supra note 82, at 88. Rather, Hovenkamp /k*S+'S* P)NS
literature suggests that legislators respond to three factors, in this order: (1) their desire for reelection by their constituents; (2) their personal political and economic beliefs; and (3) the shortrun influence of special interest group*b: Id.
93 For an example of observations of a similar dynamic in the international context, see Patricia
Nelson, An African Dimension to the Clean Development Mechanism: Finding A Path to
Sustainable Development in the Energy Sector, 32 Denv. J. INT 6L L. & POL6Y 615, 640 (2004)
fPXl**M'S M0USk)SU0S** 2lKS* M) M2-/**MkJS Q/+ #Q+MVl0 V/(0)+MS* )/ M0'S*) M0 M2-+/'M0O )NSM+
environment, and the resulting lower environmental standards create an incentive for developed
countries to export their most pollution-intensive industries and technologies to African and other
developing countries. 9NS *M)(l)M/0 Nl* kSS0 VNl+lV)S+MgSU l* )NS -//+ V/(0)+MS*6 *(k*MUh /Q
SV/0/2MV US'SJ/-2S0) l0U S0'M+/02S0)lJ M2-+/'S2S0) M0 )NS jSlJ)Nh M0U(*)+MlJMgSU V/(0)+MS*b:e
(internal citations omitted).
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9NM* VNl+lV)S+Mgl)M/0 M* OS0S+lJJh V/0*M*)S0) jM)N ]/'S0Kl2-6*
/k*S+'l)M/0 )Nl) Pn)mNS M0QJ(S0VS /Q *-SVMlJ M0)S+S*)* M* *)+/0OS*) jNS0 )NS
statutory provision at issue is narrow or merely technical, the legislator
feels that her constituency will not care [or perhaps will not notice] one
way or the other, and the provision does not ultimately conflict with the
JSOM*Jl)/+6* /j0 MUS/J/Ohb :94 For provisions that are as far down in the
weeds, and as susceptible to hedging and obfuscation as are many furtive
environmental subsidies, the likelihood that focused industry lobbying
will overcome latent and indistinct concerns about community health are
extraordinarily high. This is especially true when the burdens of such
exemptions are likely to be felt most acutely by traditionally marginalized
communities.95 John Hasnas has further observed:
In recent decades, political science scholars and public choice
economists have demonstrated ad nauseam the myriad
/--/+)(0M)MS* Q/+ O/'S+02S0)lJ P+S0)-seeki0Oc: )NS -+/VS** kh
which special interests sway legislation to favor them at the
expense of the general public . . . .Even politicians of the highest
integrity will often find themselves bound to favor the parochial
interests of their constituents over the good of society as a
whole. 96

As a consequence, when furtive subsidies emerge within legislative
proposalsRreliably at the behest of industryRnot only will poor
communities and communities of color likely be forced to bear a
disproportionate share of the economic, physical, and emotional cost if
the legislative initiative becomes law, their voices and concerns are
unlikely to find secure purchase anywhere in the decision-making
process. Without their participation, and without any other architectural
feature in the policy-making process to ensure appropriate scrutiny,
decisions regarding furtive subsidies are likely to rely disproportionately
on justifications that focus solely on the interests of the industry
beneficiaries.
Hovenkamp, supra note 82, at 88 (1990).
9NS l()N/+ kSJMS'S* )Nl) )NM* M* )NS Vl*Sc S'S0 M0 JMON) /Q ]/'S0Kl2-6* PUS2/V+l)MV kMl*:
theoryR)NS MUSl )Nl) PJSOM*Jl)/+n*m JM*)S0* )/ '/)S+*c l0U )NS 0(2kS+ /Q '/)S*c 0/) )NS 0(2kS+ /Q
dollarsb: ]/'S0Kl2-c supra note 82, at 89.
96 John Hasnas, Two Theories of Environmental Regulation, 26 SOC. PHIL. & POL6 Y 95, 97
(2009) (citing J AM ES M. BUCHANAN AND GORDON T ULLOCK, T HE CALCULUS OF CONSENT
(University of Michigan Press, 1962)); MANCUR OLSON, T HE LOGIC OF COLLECTIVE ACTION:
PUBLIC GOODS AND THE T HEORY OF GROUPS (Harvard University Press, 1965); WILLIAM A.
NISKANEN , BUREAUCRACY AND REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNM ENT (Aldine, Atherton, 1971); T HE
ELGAR COM PANION TO PUBLIC CHOICE (William F. Shughart II and Laura Razzolini eds., Elgar,
2001); Bruce L. Benson, Understanding Bureaucratic Behavior: Implications from the Public
Choice Literature, 8 J. PUB. FIN. & PUB. CHOICE 89, n.2T3 (1995); Gary J. Miller, The Impact of
Economics on Contemporary Political Science, 35 J. ECON. LITERATURE 1173, n.3 (1997).
94

95
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Finally, in addition to bearing a disproportionately high burden of
environmental externalities and enjoying limited access to decision
makers, affected communities (especially poor communities and
communities of color) typically receive proportionally less of the overall
societal benefit of the subsidized activities 97 and are less likely to have
reliable access to a health safety net to help mitigate the burden they are
asked to shoulder.98 As New Zealand law professor Vernon Rive has
0/)SU@ P\) M* */2S)M2S* l+O(SU )Nl) *(k*MUMgM0O Q/**MJ fuels is appropriate
to help lift poorer members of society out of energy poverty. However, a
number of studies strongly indicate the regressive nature of energy
subsidies (that is, the benefits increase as household income increases, or
conversely, decrea*S l* M0V/2S USV+Sl*S*eb:99 In contrast, some have
/k*S+'SU )Nl) PnSm0S+Oh Si-S0UM)(+S* lVV/(0) Q/+ l O+Sl)S+ -+/-/+)M/0 /Q
)NS M0V/2S /Q -//+ N/(*SN/JU*b 9NS+SQ/+S S0S+Oh )liS* l+S +SO+S**M'Sb: 100
97 See The Roots of the Widening Racial Wealth Gap: Explaining the Black -White Economic
Divide, INSTITUTE ON ASSETS AND SOCIAL POLICY, https://iasp.brandeis.edu/pdfs/Author/shapirothomas-m/racialwealthgapbrief.pdf nNS+SM0lQ)S+ PWIDENING WEALTH GAP:m fUS*V+MkM0Oc SbObc /0S
*)(Uh *N/jM0O P)NS )/)lJ jSlJ)N Ol- kS)jSS0 jNM)S l0U #Q+MVl0-American families nearly
)+M-JnM0Om: /'S+ l HE hSl+ -S+M/U S0UM0O M0 HaaAc l* V/22(0M)MS* /Q V/J/+ Nl'S +Sl-SU JS** l0U JS**
of the benefit of economic growth).
98 See Shannon M. Roesler, Addressing Envtl. Injustices: A Capability Approach to
Rulemaking, 114 W. VA. L. REVb FAc BI fHaIIe f/k*S+'M0O )Nl) Pn2mM0/+M)hc J/j -income, and
indigenous children are at greater risk because factors such as poverty, poor nutrition, pre-existing
health conditions, lack of access to health care, lack of information, lack of exercise, psychosocial
*)+S**c l0U JlVK /Q */VMlJ Vl-M)lJ V/0)+Mk()S )/ O+Sl)S+ *(*VS-)MkMJM)h )/ S0'M+/02S0)lJ Nlgl+U*:e
(citing ENVTL. PROT . AGENCY, `>#6S ACTION DEVELOPM ENT PROCESS: INTERIM GUIDANCE ON
CONSIDERING ENVIRONMENTAL J USTICE DURING THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACTION (July 2010),
https://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/interim-guidance-considering-environmental-justiceduring-development-action). While the Affordable Care Act may help to address some of these
health disparities, the roots of the problem go deeper than just the health insurance infrastructure,
and that law itself may be in jeopardy in light of the current political landscape. See Pub. L. No.
111-148, 124 Stat. 119-1025 (2010) (amending Title XVIII of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. §
1395 et seq., by adding new § 1899), amended by the Health Care and Education Reconciliation
Act of 2010, Pub. L. 111-152, 124 Stat. 1029-84 (2010); Daryll C. Dykes, Health Injustice &
Justice in Health: The Role of Law & Pub. Policy in Generating, Perpetuating, & Responding to
Racial & Ethnic Health Disparities Before & After the Affordable Care Act, 41 WM . MITCHELL L.
REV. IIHAc IIGG fHaIEe flUU+S**M0Oc l2/0O /)NS+ )NM0O*c PN/j JSOlJ l--+/lVNS* jMJJ M2-lV) NSlJ)N
disparities in the future, particularly in light of recent health reform measures, including the
#QQ/+UlkJS !l+S #V) /Q HaIa:eb 9NS #2S+MVl0 >*hVN/J/OMVlJ #**/VMltion similarly recognizes the
critical role of socioeconomic status and race and ethnicity as factors that influence overall
community health. See Ethnic and Racial Minorities & Socioeconomic Status, AM ER. PSYCH.
ASSOC., https://www.apa.org/pi/ses/resources/publications/minorities.aspx.
99 Vernon Rive, [C==!_ [9&_ 09F=!(X 1&$C?E` > N&\ K&G_GD( 3&?=B&*;!7& CD ;"& UD;2_ RG\
Framework, 27 N.Z. U.L. Rev. 73, 101 (2016) (citing IMF ENERGY SUBSIDY REFORM : LESSONS
AND IM PLICATIONS 19 (January 28, 2013), http://www.elibrary.imf.org/page/120?redirect=true).
#* lJ+SlUh 0/)SUc /)NS+* Nl'S /k*S+'SU )Nl) *(k*MUMS* P)S0U )/ kS0SQM) QSj l) )NS Si-S0*S /Q 2l0hc
l0U j/+*Sc )NS +MVN l) )NS Si-S0*S /Q )NS -//+b: PERVERSE SUBSIDIES, supra note 19, at xxiii.
100 Dylan Golden, The Politics of Carbon Dioxide Emissions Reduction: The Role of Pluralism
in Shaping the Climate Change Tech. Initiative, 17 UCLA J. ENVTL. L. & POL6Y 171, 192 (1999).
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It is equally true, however, that when the energy industry is given a furtive
subsidy, the disbenefits of the resulting energy-related pollutants are
likely to fall disproportionately on poor communities and communities of
color.101 Accordingly, the economic costs of compliance (that the industry
would have passed on more or less evenly to all of its customers) may be
exchanged for more regressive health-based costs imposed
disproportionately on already marginalized communities.
To bring the harms into sharper focus, consider that marginalized
communities are likely to have far fewer social amenities in their
neighborhoods (often lacking even the basics such as grocery stores), 102
earn less money for the same work, 103 have less education and a shorter
life expectancy, accumulate less wealth, and generally benefit less from
membership in society.104 Members of such communities are, for this
+Sl*/0c JMKSJh )/ kS0SQM) JS** Q+/2 )NS OS0S+lJ */VMS)lJ P-/*M)M'S*: /Q )NS
101 See generally Toxic Wastes and Race at Twenty, supra note 78. See also Jeanne Marie
Zokovitch Paben, Green Power & Envtl. Justice-Does Green Discriminate?, 46 Tex. Tech L. Rev.
1067, 1078 (2014) (discussing the environmental justice impact of raw materials developed for
power production); Alan Ramo, :G_!$C?D!G2= ]D&?#X :?!=!=Qthe Perils of Crisis Management & A
Challenge to Envtl. Justice, 7 ALB. L. ENVTL. OUTLOOK J. 1, 25 (2002) (noting the environmental
justice implications of siting of fossil fuel plants); Peggy M. Shepard, Issues of Cmty.
Empowerment, 21 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 739, 745 (1994) (no)M0O )NS PV/00SV)M/0 kS)jSS0 )NM*
0l)M/06* +SJMl0VS /0 Q/**MJ Q(SJ*c l0U )NS UM*-+/-/+)M/0l)S 0SOl)M'S S0'M+/02S0)lJ M2-lV) M) Nl* /0
V/22(0M)MS* /Q V/J/+:e fVM)M0O HENRY HOLM ES, ENERGY POLICY & COM MUNITY ECONOMIC
DEVELOPM ENT 2 (1992)).
102 Such areas are of)S0 +SQS++SU )/ l* PQ//U US*S+)*b: See Avi Brisman, Food Justice As Crime
Prevention, 5 J. FOOD L. & POL6Y 1, 8TA fHaaAe fUM*V(**M0O Q//U US*S+)* l0U 0/)M0O )Nl) )NSh Pl+S
residential areas that lack convenient access to the components of a fresh and healthful diet [and
are] are overwhelmingly concentrated in low-M0V/2S l+Sl*:e% >l(J #b qMJJS+c Combating Obesity
with A Right to Nutrition, 101 GEO. L.J. 969, 986 (2013) (observing that food deserts might be
kS))S+ VNl+lV)S+MgSU l* PQ//U *jl2-*: kSVl(*S )NS '/id created by the absence of mainstream
grocers is frequently filled by fast-Q//U VNlM0*c )lKS/() +S*)l(+l0)*c l0U PV/+0S+ *)/+S*: )Nl) *SJJ l
high proportion of obesogenic items like fried foods, candy, processed snack foods, and soft
U+M0K*:e% Wl+SM**l ;mith, ]G;!D2 YCC(A NC; !D /"!= N&!#"FC?"CC( G R&#G_ >DG_X=!= C$ 8!=BG?!;!&=
in Food Availability and Quality at Chain Supermarkets in Poverty-Stricken Areas, 14 MICH. J.
RACE & L. 197 (2009).
103 Daniel A. Farber & Philip P. Frickey, Is Carolene Products Dead? Reflections on Affirmative
Action and the Dynamics of Civil Rights Legislation, 79 CAL. L. REVb DBEc CHD fIAAIe fPXS2kS+*
of racial minorities, blacks in particular, have reason to feel like outsiders in America. Compared
to majority group members in the same socioeconomic class, blacks earn less (even when education
and experience are factored in), have higher unemployment rates, experience greater housing
*SO+SOl)M/0c +SVSM'S J/jS+ ,(lJM)h SU(Vl)M/0c l0U Nl'S l *N/+)S+ JMQS Si-SV)l0Vhb:e fVM)M0O R.
BROOKS, RETHINKING THE AM ERICAN RACE PROBLEM 25T128 (1990)). Lower earnings have
associated implications for wealth and success. See Mylinh Uy, Tax and Race: The Impact on Asian
Americans, 11 ASIAN L.J. 117, 122T23 (2004) (observing for example that because African
#2S+MVl0* Sl+0 JS** )NSh l+S PJS** JMKSJh )/ kS lkJS )/ k(h l N/2S l0U )lKS lU'l0)lOS /Q )NS )li
kS0SQM)* l'lMJlkJS Q/+ N/2S/j0S+*:eb
104 See Alfreda Robinson, Corp. Soc. Responsibility & African Am. Reparations: Jubilee, 55
RUTGERS L. REV. 309, 316 (HaaGe f0/)M0O )Nl) Pn+mlVS V+Sl)S*c O/'S+0*c M0QJ(S0VS*c l0U U/2M0l)S*
/(+ */VMlJ /+US+c: l0U US)lMJM0O N/j )NM* M* */e% Widening Wealth Gap, supra note 97.
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subsidized industrial activities. 105 To exacerbate matters, residents of poor
communities and communities of color are more likely to be uninsured
or underinsured,106 less likely to have jobs with paid sick leave, 107 and less
likely to have savings or other means to cope with chronic or prolonged
illness or with the death of a primary wage earner. 108 Thus, the healthrelated impacts of furtive environmental subsidies may be felt more
acutely, and may be more likely to lead to collapse of a family unit or
other catastrophic consequences when they are imposed on these
communities as opposed to on those with more resources. 109
In light of the observations above, it seems evident that furtive
environmental subsidies, regardless of their economic justifications,
present serious questions of distributional equity. Such inequalities
demand a structural fix to the environmental policymaking frameworkR
one that regularizes probing and transparent analysis that expressly and
deliberately addresses question of equity whenever furtive subsidies are
proposed.
III. FURTIVE SUBSIDIES IN STATUTORY CONTEXT
The following examples further illustrate the nature and scope of the
problem of furtive subsidies for the fossil fuel industry.

105 See supra note 72. See also Sheila R. Foster, Foreword, 73 FORDHAM L. REV. 2027, 2036
fHaaEe f/k*S+'M0O lJ*/ )Nl) S0'M+/02S0)lJ +lVM*2 M* l2/0O )NS P2l0h V/0)S2-/+l+h Q/+2* /Q +lVMlJ
UM*V+M2M0l)M/0: )Nl) )NS PV(++S0) L(+M*-+(US0)MlJ (0US+*)l0UM0O* +S0US+n*m M0'M*MkJS . . . and
shield[s] . . b Q+/2 L(UMVMlJ *V+()M0h:eb
106 Robert B. Leflar, Reform of the United States Health Care System: An Overview, 2013 ARK .
L. NOTES A fHaIGe f/k*S+'M0O )Nl) Pn2m/+S )Nl0 /0S-third of Hispanic workers (33.8%) were
uninsured in 2008, compared with 11.7% of African-#2S+MVl0* l0U BbF1 /Q !l(Vl*Ml0*:e.
107 Katherine Elizabeth Ulrich, Insuring Family Risks: Suggestions for A National Family
Policy and Wage Replacement, 14 YALE J.L. & FEM INISM Ic HI fHaaHe f0/)M0O )Nl) PO+/(-* JSl*)
JMKSJh )/ +SVSM'S -lMU JSl'S M0VJ(USU j/2S0c "JlVK* l0U 8#JJ ?)NS+*6 f)N/*e who are not Black,
White, Hispanic, or Asian), single individuals, those who had a high school education or less, those
Sl+0M0O JS** )Nl0 3Hacaaa -S+ hSl+c l0U N/(+Jh j/+KS+*:e fVM)M0O BALANCING THE NEEDS OF
FAM ILIES AND EM PLOYERS:FAM ILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE SURVEYS, U.S. DEP6T OF LABOR A-231, Table A2-4.1 (2001)).
108 A. Mechele Dickerson, Race Matters in Bankruptcy, 61 WASH . & LEE L. REV. 1725, 1765
fHaaFe fUM*V(**M0O *l'M0O* Ul)l l0U /k*S+'M0O l2/0O /)NS+ )NM0O* )Nl) PnjmNM)S j/+KS+* l+S 2/+S
likely to work for employers with pension plans, and are more likely to participate in those plans,
)Nl0 kJlVK* l0U ]M*-l0MV*:eb
109 See, e.g., [G*; 0"&&;` WCE&_&==D&== ^ W&G_;"` ,"G;2= ;"& :CDD&*;!CDA, NATIONAL HEALTH
CARE FOR THE HOM ELESS COUNCIL (June 2011), https://www.nhchc.org/wpcontent/uploads/2011/09/Hln_health_factsheet_Jan10.pdf (discussing how the combination of
-/'S+)hc -//+ NSlJ)Nc l0U JlVK /Q M0*(+l0VS Vl0 +S*(J) M0 l PU/j0jl+U *-M+lJ: )Nl) 2lh JSlU )/
N/2SJS**0S**c l0U 0/)M0O Q(+)NS+ )Nl) Pn/mQ )NS I 2MJJion personal bankruptcies in 2007, 62% were
Vl(*SU kh 2SUMVlJ USk):eb
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A. Electric Utility Hazardous Air Pollution
One of the most significant furtive subsidies in the CAA for the fossil
fuel industry was the initial exclusion of electric utility steam generating
(0M)* fP`^7*:e Q+/2 )NS *)l)()S6* S2M**M/0 V/0)+/J +S,(M+S2S0)* Q/+
hazardous air pollutants.110 This exclusion effectively compelled
communities to subsidize utility companiesRabsorbing the cost of their
discharges, and paying with their health, wellbeing, quality of life, and
economic potential.
Section 112 of the Clean Air Act111 requires that EPA compile a list of
P2lL/+ */(+VS Vl)SO/+MS*:Rthat is, a list of industry sectors that include
facilities that emit statutorily significant quantities of HAPs.112 The CAA
itself identifies 187 HAPs, which the agency must consider in compiling
M)* JM*) /Q P2lL/+ */(+VS*b:113 Once EPA has generated its list of major
*/(+VS Vl)SO/+MS*c )NS lOS0Vh 2(*) -+/2(JOl)S PS2M**M/0 *)l0Ul+U* Q/+
each category or subcategory of major sources . . . of hazardous air
-/JJ()l0)*c: l0U )N/*S S2M**M/0 *)l0Ul+U* 2(*) P+S,(M+S )NS 2liM2(2
degree of reduction in emission . . b lVNMS'lkJSb:114 Thus, the architecture
/Q )NS !## P2l0Ul)S* )Nl) `># JM*) l0U S*)lkJM*N S2M**M/0 *tandards for
SlVN Vl)SO/+h l0U *(kVl)SO/+h /Q 82lL/+ */(+VS*b6:115
Moreover, the statute initially directed EPA to complete the task of
listing source categories by November 15, 1991, and to promulgate
S2M**M/0 *)l0Ul+U* Pl* Si-SUM)M/(*Jh l* -+lV)MVlkJSc: S0suring that
S2M**M/0 *)l0Ul+U* Q/+ Pall categories l0U *(kVl)SO/+MS*: l+S
promulgated no later than November 15, 2000. 116 The statute also set
CAA § 112(n)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 7412(n)(1).
42 U.S.C. § 7412.
112 CAA § 112(c)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 7412(c)(1). In particular, the CAA defines a major source as
l0h P*)l)M/0l+h */(+VS /+ O+/(-* /Q *)l)M/0l+h */(+VS* J/Vl)SU jM)NM0 l V/0)MO(/(* l+Sl (0US+
common control that emits or has the potential to emit considering controls, in the aggregate, 10
tons per year or more of any hazardous air pollutant or 25 tons per year or more of any combination
of hazardous air pollutants. CAA § 112(a)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 7412(a)(1) (emphasis added).
113 See CAA § 112(b)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 7412(b)(1); Natural Res. Def. Council v. E.P.A., 489 F.3d
IHEac IHEF fqb!b !M+b HaaCe fSi-JlM0M0O M0 & IIHfkefIe P!/0O+S** -+/'MUSU l0 8M0M)MlJ JM*)6 /Q ]#>* c
l0U UM+SV)SU `># )/ 8-S+M/UMVlJJh +S'MSj )NS JM*)6 l0Uc 8jNS+S l--+opriate, revise such list by rule,
adding pollutants which present, or may present . . . a threat of adverse human health effects . . . or
lU'S+*S S0'M+/02S0)lJ SQQSV)*b6:e fM0)S+0lJ VM)l)M/0* /2M))SUeb `># 2lh lUU /+ USJS)S ]#>*
pursuant to CAA §§ 112(b)(2), (b)(3), (c)(9), 42 U.S.C. §§ 7412(b)(2), (b)(3), (c)(9).
114 CAA §§ 112(d)(1), (d)(2). These are commonly referred to as Maximum Achievable Control
9SVN0/J/Oh /+ PX#!9: *)l0Ul+U*b See Ne. Md. Waste Disposal Auth. v. E.P.A., 358 F.3d 936,
939T40 (D.C. Cir. 2004).
115 Natural Res. Def. Council v. E.P.A., 489 F.3d at 1368.
116 See CAA §§ 112(c)(1), (e)(1), 42 U.S.C. §§ 7412(c)(1), (e)(1) (emphasis added). The
administrator was also required to publish a schedule for promulgation of standards for all
categories and subcategories no later than November 15, 1992. See CAA § 112(e)(3), 42 U.S.C. §
7412(e)(3).
110
111
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M0)S+M2 O/lJ* Q/+ )NS lOS0Vhc +S,(M+M0O )NS -+/2(JOl)M/0 /Q *)l0Ul+U* PQ/+
not less than 40 categories and subcateg/+MS*: kh W/'S2kS+ IEc IAAH%
promulgation of standards for 25 percent of listed sources by November
15, 1994; and standards for another 25 percent of sources by November
15, 1997.117
Nonetheless, EGUs received special solicitude under the hazardous air
pollution provisions of the CAA. In particular, the Act instructed EPA
not to include EGUs in its initial major source listing exercise; rather,
`># jl* )/ P-S+Q/+2 l *)(Uh /Q )NS Nlgl+Us to public health reasonably
anticipated to occur as a result of emissions by electric utility steam
OS0S+l)M0O (0M)*c: l0U )+l0*2M) )Nl) +S-/+) )/ !/0O+S** 0/ Jl)S+ )Nl0
November 15, 1993.118 ?0Jh PlQ)S+ V/0*MUS+M0O )NS +S*(J)* /Q )NS *)(Uh:
could EPA reguJl)S `^7*c l0U /0Jh )NS0 MQ M) 2lUS l QM0UM0O )Nl) P*(VN
+SO(Jl)M/0 M* l--+/-+Ml)S l0U 0SVS**l+hb:119
Congress adopted the EGU exclusion as part of the 1990 amendments
to the Clean Air Act.120 In general, those amendments sought to
significantly strengthen the regulations aimed at controlling HAPs. 121 For
almost twenty years prior to 1990, EPA had attempted to regulate HAPs
under a risk-based approach that Congress had adopted in 1970; the
results of that effort were anemic. 122 In light of this failure, in 1990
Congress adopted a technology-based approach that restricted the
lOS0Vh6* UM*V+S)M/0 l0U QlVMJM)l)SU l 2/+S SQQMVMS0) l0U SQQSV)M'S
regulatory process.123 The § 112(n) EGU exclusion therefore stands in
sharp contrast to the otherwise aggressive HAP provisions of the 1990
amendments.
The EGU provisions works in several ways to establish a long-term
regulatory exclusion. First, by delaying any determination of the need to
regulate HAPs from EGUs until after generation of a study (with a 1993
time window), the exclusion precluded placement of EGUs on the initial
source category regulatory schedule, which EPA was to issue before the
CAA § 112(e)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 7412(e)(1).
CAA § 112(n)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 7412(n)(1).
119 Id. See also New Jersey v. EPA, 517 F.3d 574, 578 (D.C. Cir. 2008).
120 Pub. L. No. 101-EFAc IaF ;)l)b HEGI fIAAae fPIAAa !## #2S0U2S0)*:eb
121 See ;MS++l !J(k 'b `b>b#bc GEG _bGU ACDc ACA fqb!b !M+b HaaFe fP!/0O+S** -l**SU )NS !JSl0
Air Act Amendments of 1990 . . b )/ 8*)+S0O)NS0 l0U Si-l0U )NS !JSl0 #M+ #V)b6:e fVM)M0O ]b<b <S-b
No. 101-490, pt. 1, at 150 (1990)).
122 See S. Rep. No. 101-HHBc l) G fIABAe fP5S+h JM))JS Nl* kSS0 U/0S *M0VS )NS -l**lOS /Q )NS
IACa n!##m )/ MUS0)MQh l0U V/0)+/J Nlgl+U/(* lM+ -/JJ()l0)*b:eb 9NS +M*K-based approach required
EPA to identify and list air pollutants that caused cancer and/or other adverse health effects, and
then regulate significant sources of those pollutants so as to protect public health and the
environment. See Sierra Club v. E.P.A.c GEG _bGU l) ACA flJ*/ /k*S+'M0O )Nl) PnQm+/2 IACa )/ I990,
`># JM*)SU /0Jh SMON) ]#>*c S*)lkJM*NM0O S2M**M/0 *)l0Ul+U* Q/+ *S'S0 /Q )NS2:eb
123 See Natural Res. Def. Council v. E.P.A., 529 F.3d at 1079.
117

118
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end of 1992.124 Thus delayed, there was little chance that EPA would
engage in any regulatory planning for an EGU standard until after it had
not only made the required determination, but also revisited the
regulatory schedule. This had the immediate effect of generating
institutional momentum against any such standard.
X/+S M2-/+)l0)Jhc kh +S,(M+M0O l0 Pl--+/-+Ml)S l0U 0SVS**l+h:
determinatM/0 kSQ/+S `># V/(JU lUU `^7* )/ )NS !##6* & IIHfVe */(+VS
category list, the EGU exemption severely hampered the statutory
leverage for strong regulation. With the § 112(n) exclusion in place, the
regulation of EGUs functionally became a discretionary regulatory
action.125 This was, in effect, a sector-specific preservation of a risk-based
approach to regulatory decision-makingRan approach that had proven so
ineffective prior to the 1990 Amendments. The difficulty of this kind of
decision-making was borne ou) kh `>#6* M0lkMJM)h )/ 2SS) M)* USlUJM0S
for issuing the required study, 126 and its inability to issue an appropriate
and necessary determination until the end of 2010. 127 Indeed, in support
/Q M)* Pl--+/-+Ml)S l0U 0SVS**l+h QM0UM0O: Q/+ `^7*c `># OS0S+l)SU
hundreds of pages of risk assessment, explanation, and analysis, to justify
lUUM0O `^7* )/ )NS !##6* & IIHfVe */(+VS Vl)SO/+h JM*) /0 )NS kl*M* /Q
health risks.128 For other source categories, on the other hand, this exercise
was merely a question of adding up pollution tonnage.129
Ultimately, without a straightforward statutory mandate, EPA was ill
equipped to move forward briskly over the objections and active

See supra note 113.
Compare the certainty of the language in §§ 112(c)(1) and 112(d), which contemplates
mandatory listing (based on the objective criteria of tons per year emissions) followed by
mandatory promulgation of technology based emission standards, with the admonition of § 112(n)
)Nl) `># P*NlJJ +SO(Jl)S n`^7*m (0US+ )NM* *SV)M/0c if the Administrator finds such regulation is
appropriate and necessaryb: !## & IIHf0efIec FH 7b;b!b CFIHf0efIe fS2-Nl*M* lUUSUeb
126 EPA ultimately issued the study in 1998. STUDY OF HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANT
EM ISSIONS FROM ELECTRIC UTILITY STEAM GENERATING UNITSRFINAL REPORT TO CONGRESS,
U.S. EPA (Feb. 1998), https://www3.epa.gov/ttn/atw/combust/utiltox/eurtc1.pdf.
127 See 65 Fed. Reg. 79825 (Dec. 20, 2000).
128 See, e.g., 65 Fed. Reg. 79825 (Dec. 20, 2000); 2012 EGU MACT Rule, supra note 4;
T ECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENT:NATIONAL-SCALE MERCURY RISK ASSESSM ENT SUPPORTING
THE APPROPRIATE AND NECESSARY FINDING FOR COAL- AND OIL-FIRED ELECTRIC GENERATING
UNITS, U.S. EPA, http://www.epa.gov/ttn/atw/utility/pro/hg_risk_tsd_3-17-11.pdf; REVISED
T ECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUM ENT: NATIONAL-SCALE ASSESSM ENT OF MERCURY RISK TO
POPULATIONS WITH HIGH CONSUM PTION OF SELF-CAUGHT FRESHWATER FISH, U.S EPA,
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201511/documents/20111216mercuryriskassessment.pdf. EPA provides a comprehensive list of the
many notices and background documents on its website at https://cfpub.epa.gov/enforcement/
cases/index.cfm.
129 See CAA §§ 112(a)(1) and 112(c)(1).
124
125
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resistance of a powerful industry with a strong political lobby. 130 In fact,
the utility industry convinced the George W. Bush administration to
l))S2-) )/ P(0U/: )NS l--+/-+Ml)S l0U 0SVS**l+h US)S+2M0l)M/0c 131 and
submitted reams of comments in support of this regulatory about-face.132
\Q *(VVS**Q(Jc `>#6* lV)M/0 j/(JU Nl'S SQQSV)M'SJh PUSJM*)SU: `^7* l0U
permanently sidestepped regulation under § 112. While the delisting was
challenged in the courts, and ultimately did not withstand scrutiny, 133 the
episode delayed action to regulate EGUs by perhaps a decade, and helps
illustrate how successful the special treatment provision under § 112(n)
was at creating a de facto long-term exemption under the CAA.
Finally, in March of 2011, more than a decade after making the
required statutory determination, EPA proposed regulations for EGUs
under § 112.134 Those rules were finalized on February 16, 2012. 135 Not
surprisingly, the utility industry continued to oppose regulation under §
112. EPA received more than twenty petitions for reconsideration of the
rule,136 and UARG and others challenged the rule in the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in an attempt to prevent the

130 9NS 7)MJM)h #M+ <SO(Jl)/+h ^+/(- fP7#<^:e M* )NS -+M2l+h lU'/VlVh /+Ol0Mgl)M/0 Q/+ )NS
utility industry when it comes to air-+SJl)SU Jlj l0U -/JMVhb 7#<^ US*V+MkS* M)*SJQ l* Pl '/J(0)l+hc
non-profit association of electric generating companies and organizations and four national trade
associations (the Edison Electric Institute, the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, the
#2S+MVl0 >(kJMV >/jS+ #**/VMl)M/0c l0U )NS Wl)M/0lJ XM0M0O #**/VMl)M/0eb 7#<^6* -(+-/*S M* )/
-l+)MVM-l)S V/JJSV)M'SJh /0 kSNlJQ /Q M)* 2S2kS+* M0 `>#6* +(JS2lKM0O* l0U /)NS+ !JSl0 #M+ #V)
proceedings that affect the interests of electric generators and in litigation arising from those
-+/VSSUM0O*b: !/22S0)* /Q )NS 7)MJM)h #M+ <SO(Jl)/+ ^+/(- /0 )NS >+/-/*SU Wl)M/0lJ `2M**M/0
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants; and In the Alternative, Proposed Standards of Performance
for New and Existing Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Steam Generation Units: Notice of Data
Availability (Dec. 1, 2004), http://www.publicpower.org/files/FINALMercuryCommentAtt.pdf
nNS+SM0lQ)S+ PUARG EGU MACT !/22S0)*:m.
131 See Revision of December 2000 Regulatory Finding, 70 Fed. Reg. 15994 (Mar. 29, 2005)
fPqSJM*)M0O <(JS:e% WSj [S+*Sh 'b `b>b#bc EIC _bGU ECFc ECC fqb!b !M+b HaaBeb
132 EPA received thousands of comments on the revised regulatory finding, see 70 Fed. Reg. at
15997, and 108 pages of comments from UAR^ M0 +S*-/0*S )NS lOS0Vh6* -(kJMV 0/)MVSb See UARG
EGU MACT Comments, supra note 130.
133 See New Jersey v. E.P.A., 517 F.3d at 583.
134 National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From Coal and Oil-Fired Electric
Utility Steam Generating Units and Standards of Performance for Fossil-Fuel-Fired Electric Utility,
Industrial-Commercial- Institutional, and Small Industrial- Commercial-Institutional Steam
Generating Units, 76 Fed. Reg. 24976 (proposed March 16, 2011).
135 See 2012 EGU MACT Rule, supra note 4, at 9305T06.
136 On April 23, 2013, EPA took final action on most of the issues for which it granted
reconsideration. See Reconsideration of Certain New Source Issues: National Emission Standards
for Hazardous Air Pollutants From Coal- and Oil-Fired Electric Utility Steam Generating Units and
Standards of Performance for Fossil-Fuel-Fired Electric Utility, Industrial-CommercialInstitutional, and Small Industrial-Commercial-Institutional Steam Generating Units, 78 Fed. Reg.
24073, 24074 (Apr. 23, 2013).
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2012 EGU Final Rule from taking effect. 137 Finally, on April 15, 2014,
the D.C. Circuit ruled on the petitions for review, and denied each
VNlJJS0OS )/ `>#6* +(JSb 138 Thereafter, the U.S. Supreme Court granted a
-S)M)M/0 Q/+ VS+)M/+l+Mc l0U (J)M2l)SJh +S'S+*SU l0U +S2l0USU `>#6* +(JSc
concluding that that EPA unreasonably deemed cost irrelevant when it
decided to regulate power plant emissions. 139 Thus, as a result of the §
112 EGU exemption, regulatory and political obstruction, and litigation,
EGUs continue to operate today (more than 26 years after passage of the
1990 Clear Air Act Amendments) exempt from hazardous air pollutant
control requirements that apply to all other major industrial sources. 140
The emission reductions that would have resulted from regulation
(0US+ )NS !##6* ]#> -+/'M*M/0* j/(JU Nl'S NlU U+l2l)MV V/0*S,(S0VS*
for communities across the countryRrolling back a major furtive subsidy
that helps to distort the market in favor of fossil fuels. In fact, because of
`>#6* +SVS0) +SO(Jl)/+h SQQ/+)*c jS 0/j Nl'S )NS +l+S lU'l0)lOS /Q l
detailed assessment revealing the dividend that a particular furtive
subsidy has been paying to its industry beneficiaries. The EPA
rulemaking illustrates the troubling scale of the burden that this subsidy
has imposed on communities and the public at large, including the
following conclusions regarding public health benefits from the
regulation of EGUs, specifically related to mercury. The EPA estimated
that implementation of the Mercury Air Toxin Standard would annually
avoid up to 11,000 premature deaths; 2,800 incidents of chronic
bronchitis; 4,700 heart attacks; 130,000 asthma attacks; 5,700 hospital
and emergency room visits; 3,200,000 restricted activity days; and 54,000
missed work days.141
\0 lUUM)M/0c 2S+V(+h -/JJ()M/0 Q+/2 -/jS+ -Jl0)* Vl0 PUl2lOS:
VNMJU+S06* US'SJ/-M0O 0S+'/(* *h*)S2*c PM2-lM+nM0Om n)NSM+m lkMJM)h )/
think a0U JSl+0c:142 and contaminate waterways resulting in fish

137 The D.C. Circuit held oral argument in these cases on December 10, 2013. See John Walke,
Clean Air Has Its Day in Court, NRDC SWITCHBOARD (Dec. 13, 2013), http://switchboard.
nrdc.org/blogs/jwalke/clean_air_has_its_day_in_court.html.
138 White Stallion Energy Ctr., LLC v. E.P.A., 748 F.3d 1222, 1229 (D.C. Cir. 2014), ?&72( =9F
nom. Michigan v. E.P.A., 135 S. Ct. 2699, 2712, 192 L. Ed. 2d 674, 688 (2015).
139 Michigan v. E.P.A., 135 S. Ct. at 2712.
140 Even if EPA were to readopt the 2012 standards considering cost in a manner acceptable to
the court, such rule would almost certainly defer implement for at least three years, as did the
original 2012 rule. See 2012 EGU MACT Rule, supra note 4, at 9465 (the Final Rule would not
have required any actual emission reductions from electric utility until 2015).
141 See Fact Sheet: Mercury and Air Toxics Standards for Power Plants, U.S. EPA,
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-11/documents/20111221matssummaryfs.pdf
nNS+SM0lQ)S+ P`^7 X#!9 _lV) ;NSS):mb
142 Id. at 1.
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consumption advisories and adverse impacts on aquatic ecosystems. 143In
connection with the final Mercury Rule, EPA prepared a comprehensive
+SO(Jl)/+h M2-lV) l0lJh*M* fP<\#:ec jNMVN Si-J/+S* M0 US)lMJc among
/)NS+ )NM0O*c )NS V/*)* l0U kS0SQM)* /Q )NS +(JSb #VV/+UM0O )/ `>#6*
analysis, the externalized human health costs alone associated with
mercury and hazardous air pollutant emissions from covered sources
amounted to between $37 and $90 billion dollars annually.144 That is to
say, communities across the United States have been subsidizing the
operation of coal and oil-power plants, with sacrifices to their personal
health and wellbeing, to the tune of perhaps $90 billion per year. When
Congress adopted the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, it agreed to place
this hefty load on shoulders of those communities who would experience
the consequences of the pollution from this industry.
Because these subsidies are paid in the form of impaired health (from
chronic bronchitis, heart attacks, and asthma attacks), lost productivity
(from lost workdays and schooldays, hospital and emergency room visits,
and restricted activity days), and premature deaths, they have more than
simply sterile economic impacts on affected communities. They impair
the ability of affected communities to thrive, reduce capacity to build
wealth, undermine both the relative economic and political power of
communities, and impose an incalculable psychological and emotional
toll (especially when they affect the wellbeing of children). 145
The energy sector, on the other hand, has reaped (and continues to
reap) the benefits of the longstanding furtive subsidy. EPA estimates that
the cost to utility, industry, and society associated with complying with
the 2012 EGU Rule would be $9.6 billion annually. 146 In effect, this
means that Congress, when it adopted the § 112(n) exclusion, traded the
health and wellbeing of American communities to the tune of between
$37 to $90 billion dollars per year, for an annual subsidy to the fossil fuel
143 Id. See also EGU MACT RIA, supra 0/)S Dac l) & FbG fP\2-lV)* /Q XS+V(+h /0 `V/*h*)S2*
l0U )NS `0'M+/02S0)b:e `># V/(JU 0/) ,(l0)MQh lJJ )NS kS0SQM)* /Q )NS +(JSb #* `># Si-JlM0* M0 )NS
<\#c P`># jl* (0lkJe to quantify or monetize all of the health and environmental benefits
associated with the final MATS Rule. EPA believes these unquantified benefits could be
substantial, including the overall value associated with HAP reductions, value of increased
agricultural crop and commercial forest yields, visibility improvements, and reductions in nitrogen
l0U lVMU US-/*M)M/0 l0U )NS +S*(J)M0O VNl0OS* M0 SV/*h*)S2 Q(0V)M/0*b: Id. at ES-9.
144 2012 EGU MACT Rule, supra note 4, at 9305T06.
145 See Helen H. Kang, Pursuing Envtl. Justice: Obstacles & Opportunities-Lessons from the
Field, 31 WASH. U.J. L. & POL6Y 121, 127THB fHaaAe fUM*V(**M0O jNh PS0'M+/02S0)lJ
vulnerability is but one of the many challenges that minority and low -M0V/2S V/22(0M)MS* QlVS:e%
Smog in Our Brains, AM ER. PSYCH. ASSOC., http://www.apa.org/monitor/2012/07-08/smog.aspx
(discussing the potential impact of pollution on cognitive function).
146 2012 EGU MACT RULE, supra 0/)S Fc l) AGaDb 9NS*S V/*)* +SQJSV) P)NS *(2 /Q )NS
V/2-JMl0VS V/*)* l0U 2/0M)/+M0O l0U +S-/+)M0O V/*)*b: Id.
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utility industry of less than $10 billion (that money they would otherwise
have needed to spend to reduce harmful air emissions). 147 It is only natural
to ask why any decision-making body would have done such a thing.
Without question, individuals often make implicit choices to accept
certain burdens, including limitations on our personal freedoms and
sacrifices to our personal wellbeing, as the price for admission in modern
society.148 There is a manifest difference, however, when we have elected
as a social unit to ensure protection from certain categories of burdenR
say by requiring large polluters to control certain types of emissions R
and then we carve out special rules to allow certain industries to skirt
those established protections. Such actions imply that there is something
so extraordinarily important about the activity of that particular industry
that we are willing to subsidize its economic health by sacrificing the
health of at least some segment of our society. 149
Even when viewed from this perspective, it is not necessarily true that
such a subsidy is inappropriate per se. However, in light of the potentially
profound burdens imposed on encumbered communities, it seems
prudent to subject any sector-specific regulatory exclusion to heightened
scrutinyRboth at its inception, and throughout the life of the subsidy. 150
B. Coal Ash
Another of the most remarkable longstanding exclusions for the fossil
fuel industry is the exemption of coal ash or coal combustion wastes 151
147 Id. at 9305T06. These costs of course would be associated with the purchase, operation and
maintenance of emission control technologies, the upgrading of antiquated and inefficient
combustion equipment, and other regulatory compliance costs (such as recordkeeping and reporting
responsibilities).
148 For example, we agree to be bound by traffic laws (requiring seatbelts, or prohibiting cell
phone use) to promote safety and general social welfare. Also we accept the risk of driving motor
vehicles, we use household cleaners and other chemicals, and we want the benefits of electric
power, despite the fact that each of these choices has inherent attendant risk and necessarily imposes
some costs associated with those risks.
149 In the United States at least, we do this without even providing a comprehensive health care
safety net, which would at least help to ensure that that the victims of the inevitable harm that such
subsidies cause are not left to absorb the burden entirely as individualsRa scenario that often leads
to personal tragedy.
150 As others have noted, the justifications for subsidies, including furtive subsidies crafted as
regulatory exclusions, often disappear over time, but the subsidies are rarely withdrawn. See
PERVERSE SUBSIDIES, supra note 18, at 9.
151 !/lJ V/2k(*)M/0 jl*)S* l+S lJ*/ +SQS++SU )/ l* PV/lJ V/2k(*)M/0 -+/U(V)*c: PV/lJ
V/2k(*)M/0 kh-+/U(V)*c: l0U PV/lJ V/2k(*)M/0 +S*MU(lJ*b: 9NSse alternative monikers are
intended, at least in part, to deemphasize the nature of these materials as waste products. The World
!/lJ #**/VMl)M/0c Q/+ Sil2-JSc NMONJMON)* )NS 2l0h kS0SQMVMlJ (*S* /Q PV/lJ V/2k(*)M/0 -+/U(V)*b:
See Coal Combustion Products, WORLD COAL ASSOCIATION , http://www.worldcoal.org/coal/
uses-of-coal/coal-combustion-products/. #2S+MVl0 `JSV)+MV >/jS+ fP#`>:e lJ*/ -(kJMV Jh
-+/VJlM2* M)*SJQ )/ kS Pl *)Sjl+U /Q )NS S0'M+/02S0): kSVl(*S /Q M)* V/22M)2S0) P)/ )NS +SVhVJM0O
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from regulation under the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery
#V) fP<!<#:eb152 Coal-fired utilities (and other large scale coal users)
generate these wastes as a byproduct of coal combustion. 153 The United
States generates an enormous quantity of coal combustion wastes every
yearRmore than 130 million tons according to EPA. 154 Health and
S0'M+/02S0)lJ lU'/Vl)S* /Q)S0 US*V+MkS V/lJ l*N l* #2S+MVl6* *SV/0U
largest industrial waste streamRsecond only to mining waste. 155
In fact, this waste category consists of several different discrete waste
streams, including fly ash, bottom ash, boiler slag, and flue gas
US*(JQ(+Mgl)M/0 jl*)S* fP_^q jl*)S*: /+ P*V+(kkS+ *J(UOS:eb 156 EPA
described these individual waste streams in detail in its 2010 proposed
rule.157 _/+ *M2-JMVM)h6* *lKSc )NMs Article will refer to these wastes
V/JJSV)M'SJh l* PV/lJ l*N: /+ PV/lJ jl*)S*b:
Significantly, the coal ash waste stream is not only massive, it is also
laced with an array of hazardous constituents, which can give rise to a
variety of human health and environmental concerns.158 According to
`>#c Pn)mNS V/0)l2M0l0)* /Q 2/*) S0'M+/02S0)lJ V/0VS+0 M0 nV/lJ l*Nm
are antimony, arsenic, barium, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, lead,
2S+V(+hc 0MVKSJc *SJS0M(2c *MJ'S+ l0U )NlJJM(2b:159 The range of health
effects that EPA identifies as associated with exposure to these
substances includes skin, liver, bladder and lung cancer, altered glucose
and cholesterol levels, myocardial (heart-related) effects, spontaneous
abortions, gastrointestinal disturbance, muscular weakness, conditions
resembling pneumonia, kidney disease, lung disease, fragile bone,
of its coal comk(*)M/0 -+/U(V)* fP!!>:eb: See Coal Combustion Products, AM ERICAN ELECTRIC
POWER https://www.aep.com/about/b2b/CoalCombustionProducts/.
152 Solid Waste Disposal Act, 42 U.S.C. § 6901 et seq.
153 See Hazardous and Solid Waste Management System; Identification and Listing of Special
Wastes; Disposal of Coal Combustion Residuals From Electric Utilities, 75 Fed. Reg. 35128,
35136TGC f[(0S HIc HaIae nNS+SM0lQ)S+ P!!< >+/-/*SU <(JS:mb
154 See id. l) GEIEI f0/)M0O )Nl) )NS+S jS+S */2S PIGD 2MJJM/0 )/0* /Q !!<* OS0S+l)SU kh V/lJQM+SU SJSV)+MV -/jS+ -Jl0)* M0 HaaB:e fVM)M0O 2008 COAL COM BUSTION PRODUCT (CCP)
PRODUCTION & USE SURVEY REPORT (AM ERICAN COAL ASH ASSOCIATION fP#!##:e (2009)).
9NS #!##6* Jatest survey reports about 117 million tons of coal ash production for calendar year
2015. 2015 COAL COM BUSTION PRODUCT (CCP) PRODUCTION & USE SURVEY REPORT (ACAA
2016), https://www.acaa-usa.org/Portals/9/Files/PDFs/2015-Survey_Results_Table.pdf.
155 See COAL ASH : HAZARDOUS TO HUM AN HEALTH 1 (Physicians for Social Responsibility),
http://www.psr.org/resources/coal-ash-hazardous-to-human-health.html; See also Senate Coal Ash
"MJJ YSl'S* #2S+MVl0* M0 ]l+26* 4lh l0U _lMJ* )/ >+/2/)S <SVhVJM0O, EARTHJUSTICE ET AL.,
http://earthjustice.org/sites/default/files/S1751-fact-sheet.pdf.
156 See CCR Proposed Rule, supra note 153, at 35130. See also 2015 COAL COM BUSTION
PRODUCT (CCP) PRODUCTION & USE SURVEY REPORT (ACAA 2016), https://www.acaausa.org/Portals/9/Files/PDFs/2015-Survey_Results_Table.pdf.
157 CCR Proposed Rule, supra note153, at 35137.
158 Id. at 35137T38.
159 Id. at 35138.
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decreased nervous system function, high blood pressure, anemia, brain
damage, kidney damage, fetal abnormalities, allergic reaction,
selenosis,160 argyria,161 hair loss, and reproductive system damage.162
Typically, utilities dispose of their coal combustion wastes on-site, in
large open pits.163 These may be dry waste piles or large sludge
impoundments (containing coal ash mixed with water). 164 Because power
plants are almost always located adjacent to waterways (to accommodate
the large quantities of needed process and cooling water), these coal
waste units can threaten both ground water and surface water resources.165
Despite the existence of a federal statute that contemplates
comprehensive management of all hazardous wastes, as discussed below,
until very recently coal ash was subject only to a patchwork of
inconsistent state laws that differ tremendously in terms of both
stringency and vigor of enforcement.
RCRA, the vehicle through which the federal government regulates the
disposal of both hazardous and non-hazardous solid waste,166 imposes a
stringent combination of requirements on hazardous waste generators 167
and transporters,168 as well as on owners and operators of hazardous waste
treatment, storage and disposal facilities (frequently referred to as
P9;q*:eb169 [(*)MVS ;VlJMl Nl* US*V+MkSU <!<# l* Pl V/2-+SNS0*M'S
environmental statute that empowers EPA to regulate hazardous wastes
from cradle to grave, in accordance with . . . rigorous safeguards and
waste management procedures . . . b:170 9NS /kLSV)M'S /Q )NS *)l)()S M* P)/
160 !N+/0MV M* USQM0SU l*c PfJ/0O-term) expos[ure] to high levels of selenium in food and water
have reported discoloration of the skin, pathological deformation and loss of nails, loss of hair,
SiVS**M'S )//)N USVlh l0U UM*V/J/+l)M/0c JlVK /Q 2S0)lJ lJS+)0S**c l0U JM*)JS**0S**b: Selenium
Compound: Hazard Summary, U.S. EPA, https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201609/documents/selenium-compounds.pdf.
161 :Argyria . . . is a condition caused by improper exposure to chemical forms of the element
silver, silver dust, or silver compounds. The most dramatic symptom of argyria is that the skin
becomes blue or bluish-O+Sh V/J/+SUb #+Oh+Ml 2lh kS Q/(0U l* OS0S+lJMgSU l+Oh+Ml /+ J/VlJ l+Oh+Mlb:
Argyria, http://www.princeton.edu/~achaney/tmve/wiki100k/docs/Argyria.html.
162 CCR Proposed Rule, supra note 153, at 35169 n.99.
163 See Barbara Gottlieb, Coal Ash, The Toxic Threat to Our Health and Environment,
PHYSICIANS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, at vi (2010), http://www.psr.org/assets/pdfs/coall*Nb-UQ nNS+SM0lQ)S+ PPSR COAL ASH REPORT :mb
164 See id. Water is often used to inexpensively transport the coal ash from the power plant to
the sludge pond.
165 Id. at 8T10.
166 See generally 40 U.S.C. § 6902(a).
167 See 42 U.S.C. § 6922.
168 See 42 U.S.C. § 6923.
169 See 42 U.S.C. § 6924.
170 City of Chicago v. Envtl. Def. Fund, 511 U.S. 328, 331, 114 S. Ct. 1588, 1590, 128 L. Ed.
2d 302 (1994) (discussing Subtitle C of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 6921T6934). See also Steel Mfrs.
#**60 'b `b>b#bc HC _bGU DFHc DFF fqb!b !M+b IAAFe fP;(k)M)JS ! /Q <!<# . . b 8UM+SV)* `># )/
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minimize the present and future threat to human health and the
S0'M+/02S0): Q+/2 Nlgl+U/(* jl*)S*b 171
#* l0 M0M)MlJ *)S-c <!<# +S,(M+SU )Nl) `># PUS'SJ/- l0U -+/2(JOl)S
criteria Q/+ MUS0)MQhM0O )NS VNl+lV)S+M*)MV* /Q Nlgl+U/(* jl*)S: l0U
-+/2(JOl)S +SO(Jl)M/0* lV)(lJJh Plisting -l+)MV(Jl+ Nlgl+U/(* jl*)S*b:172
\0 -l+)MV(Jl+c )NS *)l)()S M0*)+(V)* `># )/ )lKS M0)/ lVV/(0) l *(k*)l0VS6*
P)/iMVM)hc -S+*M*)S0VS l0U USO+lUlkMJM)h M0 0l)(+Sc -/)S0)MlJ Q/+
accumulation in tissue, and other related factors such as flammability,
corrosiveness, and other hazardous charac)S+M*)MV*b:173 Once a substance
is listed as hazardous, any party who generates waste containing such
*(k*)l0VS M* *(kLSV) )/ )NS Pjl*)S OS0S+l)/+: +S,(M+S2S0)* /Q )NS *)l)()S
and the corresponding EPA regulations. 174 These standards include
recordkeeping, reporting and labeling requirements, as well as
obligations to furnish information regarding chemical composition and to
utilize a manifest system to enable tracking and ensure proper handling. 175
P`># +SO(Jl)M/0* l**(2S )Nl) jl*)S M* -+/-S+Jh VNl+lV)S+MgSU l*
hazardous or nonhazardous when it first becomes waste. Based on that
VNl+lV)S+Mgl)M/0c )NS jl*)S M* +SO(Jl)SU (0US+ SM)NS+ ;(k)M)JS ! /+ qb:176
`>#6* +(JS* -+/2(JOl)SU -(+*(l0) )/ ;(kVNl-)S+ q /Q <!<# -+S*V+MkS
criteria for landfills that accept non-hazardous solid wastes.177 This
includes solid wastes such as municipal garbage (household trash), nonrecycled household appliances, scrap metal, sludge from industrial and
municipal waste water treatment, and construction and demolition
debris.178 Significantly, such landfills are not subject to direct federal
regulation.179 In contrast to the strong federal role in the regulation of
hazardous wastes under Subtitle C regulation, Congress intended for state
and local governments to serve as the primary regulating agents under
Subtitle DREPA, under Subtitle D, is restricted to establishing technical
design and operating criteria (which, at a minimum, the States must

estakJM*N l V/2-+SNS0*M'S PV+lUJS )/ O+l'S: *h*)S2 +SO(Jl)M0O )NS OS0S+l)M/0c )+l0*-/+)c *)/+lOSc
)+Sl)2S0) l0U UM*-/*lJ /Q Nlgl+U/(* jl*)S*b6:e f,(/)M0O Chemical Waste Management, Inc. v.
Hunt, 504 U.S. 334, 337 n.1, 112 S.Ct. 2009, 2011 n.1, 119 L.Ed.2d 121 (1992)).
171 42 U.S.C. § 6902(b).
172 42 U.S.C. § 6921(a), (b) (emphasis added). The hazardous waste list may be revised as
appropriate to include additional substances, 42 U.S.C. § 6921(b), and substances may be deleted
from the list pursuant to § 6921(f).
173 42 U.S.C. § 6921(a).
174 See 42 U.S.C. § 6922. See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 262.10(a).
175 42 U.S.C. § 6922(a). See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 262.10(a).
176 City of Chicago v. Envtl. Def. Fund, 511 U.S. at 340T41 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
177 See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 258.1(a).
178 See 40 C.F.R. § 243.101.
179 See 40 C.F.R. § 239.1.
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include in their own regulations).180 Moreover, while Subtitle D directs
EPA to evaluate the adequacy of the state permit programs, in practice
EPA is precluded from conducting compliance inspections or otherwise
pursuing enforcement of the federal minimum criteria unless and until the
#OS0Vh 2lKS* l Q/+2lJ US)S+2M0l)M/0 )Nl) l *)l)S6* */JMU jl*)S -+/O+l2
is inadequate.181 As a result, in practice, states enjoy a tremendous degree
of autonomy both with respect to the design and administration of their
subtitle D solid waste programs, and with respect to the vigor with which
those programs are enforced. 182
As is the case for toxic air emissions under the CAA, however, the
fossil fuel industry received special immunities (with respect to coal ash
among other things) when RCRA was passed. 183 As a result, the disposal
of coal ash for decades was subject to neither Subtitle C nor Subtitle D
regulation.184 Like the CAA, RCRA instructed EPA to conduct a study of
coal combustion wastes. 185 \) )NS0 V/0UM)M/0SU `>#6* l()N/+M)h )/
See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. §§ 257, 258.
See <M0Ok/J) _l+2* ]/2S/j0S+* #**60 'b 9/j0 /Q ](JJc CIF _b ;(--b IHFDc IHECT59 (D.
Mass. 1989).
182 See REPORT : EPA MUST I M PROVE OVERSIGHT OF STATE ENFORCEMENT, EPA OFFICE OF
INSPECTOR GENERAL 8T17 (Dec. 2011), https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201510/documents/20111209-12-p-0113.pdf. See also Shanila Chatlani, /\C M&G?= >$;&? ]3>2= :CG_
Ash Rule, Progress Depends On States, UTILITY DIVE, http://www.utilitydive.com/news/twoyears-after-epas-coal-ash-rule-progress-depends-on-states/419672/.
183 See supra note 5 (discussing § 112(n) of the CAA).
184 In particular, RCRA § 3001(b)(3)(A) (42 U.S.C. § 6921(b)(3)(A)) includes the following
special provisions:
Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection, each waste listed
below shall, except as provided in subparagraph (B) of this paragraph, be subject only to
regulation under other applicable provisions of Federal or State law in lieu of this
subchapter until at least six months after the date of submission of the applicable study
required to be conducted under subsection (f), (n), (o), or (p) of section 6982 of this title
and after promulgation of regulations in accordance with subparagraph (C) of this
paragraph . . . . (i) Fly ash waste, bottom ash waste, slag waste, and flue gas emission
control waste generated primarily from the combustion of coal or other fossil fuels.
Id. This provision also includes statutory exemptions for Pn*m/JMU jl*)S Q+/2 )NS Si)+lV)M/0c
beneficiation, and processing of ores and minerals, including phosphate rock and overburden from
)NS 2M0M0O /Q (+l0M(2 /+Sc: l0U P!S2S0) KMJ0 U(*) jl*)Sb: Id.
185 The relevant provision states:
The Administrator shall conduct a detailed and comprehensive study and submit a report
on the adverse effects on human health and the environment, if any, of the disposal and
utilization of fly ash waste, bottom ash waste, slag waste, flue gas emission control
waste, and other byproduct materials generated primarily from the combustion of coal
or other fossil fuels.
42 U.S.C.A. § 6982(n) (also directing EPA to include in its study certain analyses). The statute
provides further that:
The Administrator shall publish a report on such study, which shall include appropriate
findings, not later than twenty-four months after October 21, 1980. Such study and
findings shall be submitted to the Committee on Environment and Public Works of the
180
181
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Not later than six months after the date of submission of the
applicable study . . . the Administrator shall . . . either determine
to promulgate regulations under this subchapter . . . or determine
that such regulations are unwarranted. The Administrator shall
publish his determination, which shall be based on information
developed or accumulated pursuant to such study . . . in the
Federal Register accompanied by an explanation and justification
of the reasons for it. 187

Again, with RCRA, as was the case under § 112(n) of the Clean Air
Act, the strategy of delay, and the imposition of special substantive and
procedural hurdles, have functioned to effectively exempt this waste
stream from meaningful, uniform regulation for decades.
The history of this furtive subsidy is instructive. EPA first
implemented RCRA by adopting a comprehensive regulatory structure in
the years following initial passage of the statute. 188 The proposed rule
M0VJ(USU l P*-SVMlJ jl*)S: Vl)SO/+h )Nl) jl* *(kLSV) )/ P)lMJ/+SU
managemen) *)l0Ul+U*: )/ lUU+S** )NS (0M,(S V/0VS+0* /Q NMON '/J(2S
and low toxicity wastes like mining waste. The final rule, however,
lkl0U/0SU )NS P*-SVMlJ jl*)S: -+/'M*M/0* /Q )NS -+/-/*lJb 189 After
promulgation of the final rule, the mining industry and the electric utility
industry went to Congress seeking enshrinement of some special
treatment in the statute itself.190 In October of 1980, Congress passed what
Nl* V/2S )/ kS K0/j0 l* )NS P"S'MJJ #2S0U2S0)c:191 which carved out
several types of waste streams, including coal ash,192 and erected
significant hurdles to their regulation under RCRA Subchapter C.
On its face, the Bevill Amendment merely requires the completion of
a study (and other administrative steps) before EPA may regulate coal
United States Senate and the Committee on Energy and Commerce of the United States
House of Representatives.
Id.
186 In this regard the provision mirrors § 112(n) of the Clean Air Act, discussed in the preceding
section of this Article.
187 42 U.S.C.A. § 6921(b)(3)(C).
188 43 Fed. Reg. 58946 (1978) (proposed rule). 45 Fed. Reg. 33066 (1980) (final rule).
189 Steven G. Barringer, The RCRA Bevill Amendment: A Lasting Relief for Mining Wastes?, 17
NAT . RESOURCES & ENV6T 155, 156 (Winter 2003).
190 Id. at 157.
191 Pub. L. 69-482 (Oct. 21, 1980). The amendment is named for the former Congressman
Thomas Bevill of Alabama who sponsored the bill in the House of Representatives. Berringer,
supra note 189, at 157.
192 The Bevill amendment also created special statutory privileges for solid wastes associated
with oil and gas exploration and drilling. 42 U.S.C. § 6921. Finally, the amendment identified
cement kiln dust as another class of waste deserving of special treatment. Id.
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ash as hazardous waste, but as a practical matter, the statutory exclusion
functioned as an ongoing de facto exemption. Among other things, one
effect of the Bevill Amendment is to shift the burden of proof regarding
toxicity and the need to regulate to EPA; regulation was no longer simply
l 2l))S+ /Q MUS0)MQhM0O )NS 2l)S+MlJ l* l P*/JMU jl*)S:193 and applying the
criteria for hazardous waste characterization. 194 This placed EPA again in
the position of having to take affirmative discretionary action in the face
of powerful political opposition before it could adopt regulatory
protections merely reflecting the status quo for every other industrial
sector. This is something that EPA has repeatedly proven incapable of
doing quickly, if at all.195 As a result, the Bevill Amendments effectively
enshrined a regulatory exemption for coal ash to the detriment of
communities located near unregulated or under-regulated coal ash piles
and sludge ponds.
The evidence is strong that the Bevill Amendment has led to
significant risks for communities. As a result of the Bevill Amendment,
coal ash disposal is subject only to state regulation. 196 This poses
193 FH 7b;b!b#b & DAaGfHCe fP9NS )S+2 8*/JMU jl*)S6 2Sl0* l0h Ol+klOSc +SQ(*Sc *J(UOS Q+/2 l
waste treatment plant, water supply treatment plant, or air pollution control facility and other
discarded material, including solid, liquid, semisolid, or contained gaseous material resulting from
M0U(*)+MlJc V/22S+VMlJc 2M0M0Oc l0U lO+MV(J)(+lJ /-S+l)M/0*c l0U Q+/2 V/22(0M)h lV)M'M)MS*b:eb See
also, EXCLUSIONS AND EXEM PTIONS FROM RCRA HAZARDOUS WASTE REGULATION
(Department of Energy, 1993) https://www.osti.gov/scitec h/servlets/purl/10133339.
194 # jl*)S -+/U(V) M* 0/) *(kLSV) )/ +SO(Jl)M/0 (0US+ <!<# ;(k)M)JS ! (0JS** M* M) k/)N l P*/JMU
jl*)S: l0U l PNlgl+U/(* jl*)Sb: `># JM*)* Nlgl+U/(* jl*)S* l) Fa !_< >l+) HDIb See HAZARDOUS
WASTE LISTING: A USER
FRIENDLY REFERENCE DOCUM ENT, U.S.
EPA,
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-01/documents/hw_listref_sep2012.pdf.
195 In this context, EPA finally did propose some alternatives for regulating coal ash in 2010,
however it was unable to move the regulation forward until 2015, when it issued final regulations
that imposed only limited restrictions on coal ash disposal. Hazardous and Solid Waste
Management System; Disposal of Coal Combustion Residuals From Electric Utilities, 80 Fed. Reg.
21302 (April 17, 2015) (to be codMQMSU l) Fa !b_b<b && HEC l0U HDIe nNS+SM0lQ)S+ P!!< _M0lJ <(JS:mb
See also `>#6* _M+*)-Ever Coal Ash Rule Leaves Communities to Protect Themselves, Earthjustic e
(Press Release, Dec. 19, 2014) http://earthjustice.org/news/press/2014/epa-s-first-ever-coal-ashrule-leaves-communities-to-protect-)NS2*SJ'S* f+SQJSV)M0O )NS S0'M+/02S0)lJ V/22(0M)h6*
UM**l)M*QlV)M/0 jM)N `>#6* +SO(Jl)/+h l--+/lVNe. The sluggishness of the regulatory process, and
the relative laxity of the final rules were due in large part to political resistance from the fossil fuel
M0U(*)+hc l0U )NS M0)S+'S0)M/0 /Q )NS 4NM)S ]/(*S ?QQMVS /Q Xl0lOS2S0) l0U "(UOS) fP?X":ec
M0U(*)+h6* US QlV)/ QM*VlJ jl)VNU/O jM)NM0 )NS SiSV()M'S k+l0VNb See Robert L. Brubaker & Judith
L. French-Berry, Is A Rule by Any Other Name Still A Rule?: Case Answers Under the Clean Air
Act, 18 N. KY. L. REVb HCIc HAG fIAAIe f/k*S+'M0O )Nl) Pn)mNS+S6* 0/ ,(S*)M/0 )Nl) ?X"6* ?QQMVS
of Information and Regulatory Affairs routinely reviews and attempts to influence the substance of
proposed agency rules. Sometimes this is done by pressuring an agency to shift direction and
*/2S)M2S* M) M* U/0S kh N/JUM0O +(JS* N/*)lOS Q/+ J/0O -S+M/U* /Q )M2S:e% <MVNl+U [b Ylgl+(*c The
Tragedy of Distrust in the Implementation of Federal Environmental Law, 54 L. & CONTEMP.
PROBS. GIIc 0bIGC fIAAIe f0/)M0O )Nl) /0VS P?X" 8NSJU6 l +(JS -+/-/*SU kh `># -(+*(l0) )/ )NS
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act . . b Q+/2 ?V)/kS+ IABB )/ [(Jh IAAa:eb
196 42 U.S.C.A. § 6921(b)(3)(A).
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significant problems for two reasons. The first is that states have a
)S0US0Vh )/ V/2-S)S M0 l P+lVS )/ )NS k/))/2: M0 /+US+ )/ lV,(M+S l
competitive advantage when attracting new industry.197 The second is that
Q/**MJ Q(SJ l0U ()MJM)h M0)S+S*)* -Jlh l U/2M0l0) +/JS M0 2l0h *)l)S*6
politics. In light of these two factors, the substantive stringency of
environmental protections related to coal ash disposal varies dramatically
from state to state.
Advocates for the regulation of coal ash note that coal ash threatens
both surface water and groundwater resources. 198 They note that leaks or
catastrophic failure of sludge ponds (which can occur when the berms
that contain the ash-water slurry rupture) pose the biggest threat to surface
water.199 Just such an event occurred in December 22, 2008, when a berm
collapsed at the Kingston Fossil power plant in Tennessee releasing
approximately 5.4 million cubic yard of coal as slurry.200 Moreover, in the
absence of federal regulation, information about the number of such
ponds, the quantity of wastes that they contain, and the condition of their
containment berms is spotty. 201 EPA ultimately concluded that 467 coal
plants dispose of coal in one way or another.202 And it is clear from
information gathered by EPA in 2009 that a significant number of such
ponds (almost 7 percent of those for which EPA then had information)
US*S+'SU l PNMON: Nlgl+U +l)M0Oc 2Sl0M0O )Nl) Ul2 QlMJ(+S M* JMKSJh )o
cause loss of life.203
pS)c l* >Nh*MVMl0* Q/+ ;/VMlJ <S*-/0*MkMJM)h -/M0)* /()c PnQml+ 2/+S
common than a dam break is leaching of contaminants from ponds and
landfills . . . [which] can endanger public health and the environment by
197 See William W. Buzbee, Brownfields, Environmental Federalism, and Institutional
Determination, 21 WM . & MARY ENVTL. L. & POL6Y REV. 1, 24 (1997).
198 PSR COAL ASH REPORT , supra note 163, at 8T9.
199 Id.
200 See David Biello, Toxic Ash Pond Collapse in Tennessee, SCIENTIFIC AM ERICAN, Dec. 23,
2013, http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/toxic-ash-pond-collapses/. See also Shaila
Dewan, Tennessee Ash Flood Larger Than Initial Estimate, N.Y. T IM ES, December 27, 2012,
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/12/27/us/27sludge.html?_r=0.
201 PSR COAL ASH REPORT , supra note 163, at 7.
202 See REGULATORY I MPACT ANALYSIS FOR `>#6 S PROPOSED RCRA REGULATION OF COAL
COM BUSTION RESIDUES (CCR) GENERATED BY THE ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY, U.S. EPA 33,
39, Exhibit 3G (April 2010) (indicating also the following figures regarding coal ash: 56.8 million
tons disposed in on-site landfills, 22.4 million tons disposed in on-site impoundments (ponds), and
15 million tons disposed in off-site landfills, annually).
203 Fact Sheet: Coal Combustion Residues (CCR)RSurface Impoundments with High Hazard
Potential Ratings, U.S. EPA (June 2009), https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/tiff2png.cgi/P10048EX.PNG? r+75+g+7+D%3A%5CZYFILES%5CINDEX%20DAT A%5C06THRU10%5CTIFF%5C00000453%5
CP10048EX.TIF. EPA identified another significant percentage as havinO l P*MO0MQMVl0): +l)M0Oc
2Sl0M0O )Nl) QlMJ(+S j/(JU Vl(*S *(k*)l0)MlJ PSV/J/OMVlJ J/**c S0'M+/02S0)lJ Ul2lOSc /+ Ul2lOS
)/ M0Q+l*)+(V)(+Sb: PSR COAL ASH REPORT , supra note 163, at 7.
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contaminating surface water or groundwater used for drinking
*(--JMS*b:204 The EPA and others have documented damage to water
resources from coal ash leachate at dozens of sites across the country, 205
and detected dangerously elevated concentrations of numerous hazardous
chemicals.206 The quantities of coal ash that are generated each year are
staggering. In its proposed rule, EPA put the number at 136 million tons
generated in 2008.207
Significantly, there are important distributional concerns about the
dangers from coal ash contamination.208 According to EPA, risks from the
disposal of coal ash are disproportionately high for poor communities and
children. In particular, EPA found:
[T]hat for the non-cancer health effects in the groundwater-todrinking-water pathway and in the fish consumption pathways
evaluated in the probabilistic modeling, children rather than
adults had the higher exposures. This result stems from the fact
that while at a given exposure point (e.g., a drinking water well
located a certain distance and direction down-gradient from the
landfill or surface impoundment), the modeled groundwater
concentration is the same regardless of whether the receptor is an
adult or a child. Thus the other variables in the exposure equations
(that relate drinking water intakes or fish consumption rates and
k/Uh jSMON) )/ l UlMJh PU/*S: /Q )NS V/0*)M)(S0)e 2Sl0 )Nl)c /0 l
per-kilogram-body-weight basis, children are exposed to higher
levels of constituents than adults. 209

In its proposed rule, EPA also concluded:
A disproportionate number of electric utility plants have
surrounding child population percentages which exceed their
PSR COAL ASH REPORT , supra note 163, at 9.
Id. at 16.
206 Id. at 10.
207 Hazardous and Solid Waste Management System; Identification and Listing of Special
Wastes; Disposal of Coal Combustion Residuals from Electric Utilities, 75 Fed. Reg. 35128 (June
HIc HaIae fUM*V(**M0O )NS PIGD 2MJJM/0 )/0* /Q !!<* OS0S+l)SU kh V/lJ-fired electric power plants
M0 HaaB:eb
208 As a result, proper management and disposal is not just an issue of immediate distributional
concern, it is a question as well of intergenerational equityRwhat quality of environment will we
leave to future generations if we fail to appropriately address this waste stream in the present? As
[(*)MVS ;VlJMl Nl* Si-JlM0SU@ Pn^mM'S0 )NS *)l)()S6* Si-+S** USVJl+l)M/0 /Q 0l)M/0lJ -/JMVh )Nl) jl*)S
that is . . . generated should be treated, stored, or disposed of so as to minimize the present and
future threat to human health and the environment, . . . we cannot interpret the statute to permit
[Municipal Waste Combustor] ash sufficiently toxic to qualify as hazardous to be disposed of in
/+UM0l+h Jl0UQMJJ*b: City of Chicago v. Environmental Defense Fund, 522 U.S. at 335 (internal
quotations omitted).
209 Hazardous and Solid Waste Management System; Identification and Listing of Special
Wastes; Disposal of Coal Combustion Residuals from Electric Utilities, 75 Fed. Reg. 35128 (June
21, 2010) (proposed rule).
204

205
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statewide benchmark . . . .Using the nationwide aggregation
basis across all 495 electric utility plants in all 47 states where the
plants are located, 6.08 million people reside near these electric
()MJM)h -Jl0)*c M0VJ(UM0O IbEF 2MJJM/0 VNMJU+S0b:210

9NS US2/O+l-NMV Ul)l lJ*/ PM0UMVl)S )Nl) )NS V(++S0) fkl*SJM0Se
environmental and human health hazards and risks from electric utility
[coal ash] disposal units . . . may have a . . . disproportionately higher
effect on low-M0V/2S -/-(Jl)M/0*b:211
W/) *(+-+M*M0OJhc lQ)S+ `>#6* HaIa V/lJ l*N -+/-/*lJc M0U(*)+h )//K M)*
message to Congress, seeking permanent shelter from regulatory
burdensRa permanent furtive subsidy that (unlike the Bevill
Amendment) EPA would be powerless to undo. 212 Such clandestine
approaches to securing economic benefits at the expense of communities
and the public are unfortunately not uncommon in connection with the
fossil fuel industry (or other powerful interests), and the persistence of
such approaches in the policymaking context do a serious disservice to
public.
The absence of regulation of coal ash under RCRA was not only as a
furtive subsidy to the utility industry, it was also a lost opportunity.
]M*)/+MVlJJhc <!<# PNlU l Q/+VM0O SQQSV) /0 jl*)S )+Sl)2S0) )SVN0/J/Oh
and policy, and . . . wrought major and irreversible changes on the
M0U(*)+MS* )Nl) OS0S+l)S l0U UM*-/*S /Q Nlgl+U/(* jl*)S*b:213 As a result,
P2l0h OS0S+l)/+* JSl+0SURmostly by modifying processes and choosing
less toxic chemicals and feedstocksRto reduce or even eliminate the
OS0S+l)M/0 /Q <!<# Nlgl+U/(* jl*)S*b:214 Moreover, the harsh penalties
M2-/*SU Q/+ 'M/Jl)M/0 /Q <!<#6* Nlgl+U/(* jl*)S )+l0*-/+)S+c *)/+lOS
and disposal provisions led facilities engaged in such activities to be
much more cautious.215 In the absence of RCRA rules addressing coal ash,
however, none of these influences are brought to bear on the utility
M0U(*)+h6* 2l0lOS2S0) /Q V/lJ V/2k(*)M/0 jl*)S*b 216
Id.
Id.
212 See Thomas O. McGarity & Rena I. Steinzor, The End Game of Deregulation: Myopic Risk
Management and the Next Catastrophe, 23 DUKE ENVTL. L. & POL6Y F. 93, 130 (2012) (noting
)Nl) Q/**MJ M0U(*)+h PJ/kkhM*)* Ql00SU /() lcross Capitol Hill, asking members from states where
lQQSV)SU V/2-l0MS* jS+S J/Vl)SU )/ QM0U jlh* )/ USJlh /+ )S+2M0l)S )NS +(JS2lKM0O:eb
213 Steven G. Barringer, The RCRA Bevill Amendment: A Lasting Relief for Mining Wastes?,17
NAT . RESOURCES & ENV6T 155 (2003).
214 Id.
215 Id.
216 A separate argument has persisted about the potential for stringent regulation to create a
counterproductive stigma. See McGarity & Steinzor, supra note 212, at 126THC fPn`mJSV)+MV ()MJM)MS*
and their allies in the coal and construction industries focused their opposition to the EPA proposal
/0 )NS 0/)M/0 )Nl) M) j/(JU V+Sl)S l 8*)MO2l SQQSV)6 )Nl) j/(JU US*)+/h )NS +SVhVJM0O 2l+KS) kSVl(*S
210
211
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In 2015, EPA finally published its final rule establishing modest
requirements for coal ash disposal facilities, which resulted in an
internalization of costs totaling nearly $300 million per year that had
previously been borne by encumbered communities and the public at
large.217 #J)N/(ONc M0 )NS lOO+SOl)Sc `>#6* +(JS M2-/*SU 2/+S V/*)* /0
the industry than it saved,218 when viewed as a question of whether to
force communities saddled by the impacts coal ash pollution to carry the
k(+US0 /Q *(k*MUMgM0O S0S+Oh -+/U(V)M/0 Q/+ )NS +S*) /Q */VMS)hc `>#6*
decision to regulate rests on a strong policy foundation, regardless of the
gross cost-benefit trade-off.219 In fact, an argument can be made that even
more stringent regulation is warranted. 220 It is a separate question entirely,
whether and to what extent we, as a society, might want to subsidize
energy production (including perhaps by paying industry to properly
dispose of its waste) through direct monetary subsidy, tax mechanisms,
public management of wastes, or other non-furtive subsidies. What seems
suspect, however, is a furtive subsidy that covertly compels unsuspecting
bystander communities (who reap no special benefits) to carry the load
for us all.
IV. THE ETHICAL CASE FOR CLOSE SCRUTINY
From a social, economic, and ethical perspective there is a compelling
argument that furtive subsidies can actually impede economic growth and
erode public wellbeing and prosperity generally. 221 This is hardly
consumers of the products containing the ash would be deterred from buying the material by its
designation as a hazardous waste when it was simply disposed of in regulated landfills. As a result
of the stigma effect, electric utilities would be compelled to pay significantly higher costs for
disposal and their customers that now recycled coal ash would stop doing so and would instead be
V/2-SJJSU )/ -lh 2/+S Q/+ 'M+OM0 2l)S+MlJ*b:e fM0)S+0lJ VM)l)M/0* /2M))SUeb 9NM* USkl)Sc jNMJS
significant to the ultimate choice of whether or not (or how) to regulate coal ash, is beyond the
scope of this Article. And, M) M* (0VJSl+ jNS)NS+ `>#6* (J)M2l)S +SO(Jl)/+h l--+/lVN jMJJ -+/'MUS
much insight.
217 See CCR Final Rule, supra note 195; REGULATORY I M PACT ANALYSIS FOR `>#6 S 2015
RCRA FINAL RULE REGULATING COAL COM BUSTION RESIDUAL (CCR) LANDFILLS AND
SURFACE IM POUNDMENTS AT COAL-FIRED ELECTRIC UTILITY POWER PLANTS ES-10 (U.S. EPA,
qSVb HaIFe nNS+SM0lQ)S+ PCCR FINAL RIA:mb
218 CCR FINAL RIA, supra note 217, at ES-9, ES-10.
219 See generally PSR COAL ASH REPORT , supra note 163; Comments of Earthjustice et al. on
`>#6*
>+/-/*SU
!/lJ
#*N
<(JS
(June
21,
2010),
http://earthjustice.org/sites/default/files/files/us_epa_proposal_disposal_coal_comb_residue_pdf_
58002.pdf.
220 This argument was, in fact, made forcefully by the organizations that originally petition ed
`># )/ +SO(Jl)S V/lJ l*Nb !/22S0)* /Q `l+)NL(*)MVS S) lJb /0 `>#6* >+/-/*SU !/lJ #*N <(JS ,
Section
II
(June
21,
2010),
http://earthjustice.org/sites/default/files/files/us_epa_proposal_disposal_coal_comb_residue_pdf_
58002.pdf.
221 See, e.g., PERVERSE SUBSIDIES, supra note 18, at 17T20.
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*(+-+M*M0OJh M0 JMON) /Q `>#6* V/*)-benefit conclusions discussed
above.222 A 1994 report from the Institute for Sothern Studies223
lOO+SOl)SU Ul)l *N/jM0O )Nl) P*)l)S* jM)N *)+/0OS+ S0'Mronmental
standards tend . . . to have higher growth in their gross state products,
total employment, construction employment, and labor productivity than
states that rank . . b J/jS+ S0'M+/02S0)lJJhb:224 Because in such states
communities subsidize industry with their own health, the quality of their
S0'M+/02S0)lJ +S*/(+VS*c l0U PM0UMVl)/+* /Q -(kJMV jSJQl+S . . . decline as
)NS *(k*MUMS* M0V+Sl*Sb:225 #* l +S*(J)c )NS*S *)l)S* PkSV/2S . . . poorer,
more polluted, less diversified, subject to boom and bust economi[es],
and more reliant on the very industries which are reaping the [benefit of
)NSm *(k*MUMS*b:226
A central feature of both U.S. and international environmental law is
)NS P-/JJ()S+--lh* -+M0VM-JSb: >+/QS**/+ qS+0klVN Nl* US*V+MkSU )NS
principle this way:
According to the polluter-pays principle, governments should
require polluting entities to bear the costs of their pollution rather
than impose those costs on others or on the environment.
Economic development, in short, should not come at the expense
of social development, natural resources protection or even other
types of economic development. Use of the polluter-pays
principle should thus result in greater efficiency. The polluterpays principle also would prevent the involuntary wealth
redistribution that occurs when some benefit at the expense of
others. 227

At its core, this principle is an expression of minimum ethical
standards for the commercial behavior of private market participants. The
polluter-pays principle has been formalized to a degree by international
law. As early as 1972, the Environment Committee of the Organizatio n
for Economic Co-/-S+l)M/0 l0U qS'SJ/-2S0) fP?`!q:e228 issued
P^(MUM0O >+M0VM-JS* !/0VS+0M0O )NS \0)S+0l)M/0lJ `V/0/2MV #*-SV)* /Q
`0'M+/02S0)lJ >/JMVMS*c: *-SVMQMVlJJh lUU+S*sing the normative
+S*-/0*MkMJM)MS* /Q ?`!q 0l)M/0* jM)N +SOl+U )/ P)NS M0)S+0lJ l*-SV)* /Q

See supra note 143 and accompanying text.
Bob Hall, Gold and Green, in INSTITUTE FOR SOTHERN STUDIES 4 (1994).
224 Id. at 6 (internal quotations and citations omitted).
225 Id. (internal quotations and citations omitted).
226 Id. (internal quotations and citations omitted).
227 John C. Dernbach, Sustainable Development As A Framework for National Governance, 49
CASE W. RES. L. REV. 1, 58T59 (1998) (internal citations omitted).
228 See History, OEDC, http://www.oecd.org/about/history/.
222

223
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S0'M+/02S0)lJ -/JMVMS*b:229 While the primary focus of this policy
*)l)S2S0) M* )/ lUU+S** P)NS M0)S+0l)M/0lJ l*-SV)* /Q S0'M+/02S0)lJ
policies with particular reference to their economic and trade
M2-JMVl)M/0*c:230 some of these principles shed light on the domestic
dilemma regarding the allocation of subsidy costs under U.S. law. 231
Since its inception, the polluter--lh* -+M0VM-JS Nl* *S+'SU l* Pl
fundamental principle for allocating costs of pollution prevention and
V/0)+/J 2Sl*(+S*c:232 l0U *)l0U* Q/+ )NS -+/-/*M)M/0 )Nl) P)NS -/JJ()S+
should bear the expenses of carrying out [pollution prevention and
control] measures decided by public officials to ensure that the
environment is in an acceptable state. In other words, the cost of these
measures should be reflected in the cost of goods and services which
Vl(*S -/JJ()M/0b:233 The OECD has further clarified:
Generally speaking, a polluter has to bear all the costs of
preventing and controlling any pollution that he originates. Aside
from [certain] exceptions . . . a polluter should not receive
assistance of any kind to control pollution (grants, subsidies or
tax allowances for pollution control equipment, below-cost
charges for public services, etc.). 234

Thus, the OECD generally rejects government subsidies for pollution
control except in certain exceptional circumstances. 235
#VV/+UM0O )/ )NS ?`!q6* IAAH l0lJh*M* /Q M)* -/JJ()S+-pays principle,
PnMm) M* VJSl+ )Nl) l -/JJ()S+ jN/ QlMled to take the measures decided by the
authorities to ensure that the environment is in an acceptable state would
kS JMlkJS l0U j/(JU Nl'S )/ -lh V/2-S0*l)M/0 )/ l0h 'MV)M2*b:236 The
l0lJh*M* O/S* /0 )/ lUU+S** PjNS)NS+ l -/JJ()S+ *N/(JU Nl'S )/ -lh Q/+
229 RECOM M ENDATION OF THE COUNCIL ON GUIDING PRINCIPLES CONCERNING
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF ENVIRONM ENTAL POLICIES (OCEC, May 26, 1972)
nNS+SM0lQ)S+ POECD PRINCIPLES ON ENVIRONM ENTAL POLICIES:mb
230 Id. at 1.
231 It is worth acknowledginO )Nl) P/-M0M/0* 'l+h l* )/ )NS -+SVM*S *)l)(* /Q )NS -+M0VM-JS l*
V(*)/2l+h M0)S+0l)M/0lJ Jlj /+ l* l0 S2S+OM0O +(JS /Q Jlj V/22/0 )/ VM'MJM*SU n*MVm 0l)M/0*b: T HE
POLLUTER-PAYS PRINCIPLE AS IT RELATES TO INTERNATIONAL T RADE 10 (OECD, 2002)
nNS+SM0lQ)S+ PPOLLUTER PAYS AND T RADE:mb _/+)(0l)SJhc Q/+ -(+-/*S* /Q )NM* #+)MVJS M) M* 0/)
essential to either grapple with or resolve this question.
232 RECOM M ENDATION OF THE COUNCIL ON THE I MPLEMENTATION OF THE POLLUTER-PAYS
PRINCIPLE, (OEDC, Nov. 14, 1974) [hereinaftS+ POECD POLLUTER-PAYS PRINCIPLE:mb
233 OECD PRINCIPLES ON ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES, supra note 229, at 1.
234 T HE POLLUTER-PAYS PRINCIPLE: OECD ANALYSES AND RECOM MENDATIONS 5 (OECD,
IAAHe fS2-Nl*M* lUUSUe nNS+SM0lQ)S+ POECD POLLUTER PAYS ANALYSES:mb `0(2S+l)SU
SiVS-)M/0* +SJl)S )/ +S*Sl+VN l0U US'SJ/-2S0) l0U l**M*)l0VS )/ -/JJ()S+* PQlVM0O -l+)MV(Jl+Jh *S'S+S
0Sj -/JJ()M/0 V/0)+/J +S,(M+S2S0)*b: Id.
235 See Kenneth S. Komoroski, The Failure of Governments to Regulate Industry: A Subsidy
Under the Gatt?, 10 HOUS. J. INT 6L L. 189, 205 (1988).
236 OECD POLLUTER PAYS ANALYSES, supra note 234, at 6.
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pollution damage when he has taken all the measures ordered by the
l()N/+M)MS* f+S*MU(lJ -/JJ()M/0eb:237 The analysis concludes:
If the level of pollution is . . . quite substantial or the damage
significant, the current view appears to be that the polluter should
bear the cost. Where the level of pollution is slight (allowable
residual pollution), on the other hand, it seems that damage will
not as a rule be compensated for. 238

As the OCED has observed, this understanding of the polluter-pays
-+M0VM-JS PU/S* 0/) M2-Jh )Nl) )NS -/JJ()S+ lV)(lJJh Nl* )/ 8-lh6 l0h)NM0O
to anyone. Rather, implementation of the polluter-pays principle results
in reducing or eliminating certain subsidies to encourage pollution
lkl)S2S0): l0U l'/MU )NS UM*)/+)M/0 /Q M0)S+0l)M/0lJ 2l+KS)*.239 That is to
*lhc P*(*)lM0lkJS l0U SV/0/2MVlJJh SQQMVMS0) 2l0lOS2S0) /Q
environmental resources requires the internalization of pollution
-+S'S0)M/0c V/0)+/J l0U Ul2lOS V/*)*c: l0U O/'S+02S0) *(k*MUMS* )/
defray such costs are generally discouraged. 240
Conceived of within the polluter-pays framework contemplated by
international law, the approach to furtive subsidies through regulatory
exclusions for specific industrial sectors under U.S. environmental law is
at best suspect. First, the existence of an underlying statutory/regulatory
Q+l2Sj/+K f*(VN l* )NS !##6* Nlgl+U/(* lM+ -/JJ()l0) -+/'M*M/0*e
reflects a normative decision by lawmakers that a particular type of
pollution, when emitted in specified quantities by any industry sector,
should be subject to control to ensure that human health and the
S0'M+/02S0) l+S -+/)SV)SU )/ Pl0 lVVS-)lkJS *)l)Sb:241 As described above,
however, such standards are undermined when the legislature or the
regulatory body exempts a specific industry sector. Only the beneficiary
industry is able to externalize the cost of any adverse impacts on human
health, leaving government-sponsored public welfare programs or the
affected community members themselves to pick up the tab. This is
distinct from a situation in which the regulatory body has generally
concluded that control of a particular pollutant, or of a certain quantity of
emission, is categorically unnecessary to provide acceptable
environmental protection. Rather, as is the case for much of the fossil fuel

Id.
Id. at 6T7 (also characterizing the polluter--lh* -+M0VM-JS l* PM0V+Sl*M0OJh . . . a principle of
Q(JJ M0)S+0lJMgl)M/0:eb
239 OECD POLLUTER PAYS AND T RADE, supra note 231, at 9.
240 OECD POLLUTER PAYS ANALYSES, supra note 234, at 7 (citing RECOM MENDATION ON THE
USE OF ECONOM IC INSTRUMENTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY, OECD (Final)).
241 Using the language of the OECD principles. See OECD PRINCIPLES ON ENVIRONMENTAL
POLICIES, supra note 229, at 1.
237
238
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industry under many U.S. environmental regulations, the exclusion is a
sector-specific handout, adopted primarily for its economic benefits.
While the precautionary principle under international law identifies
two narrow exceptions, neither exception would broadly encompass the
furtive subsidies for the fossil fuel industry embedded in U.S. law. The
QM+*) j/(JU l--Jh PnjmNS0 *)S-* )/ -+/)SV) )NS S0'M+/02S0) j/(JU
jeopardise [sic] the social and economic policy objectives of a country or
+SOM/0b:242 The other makes limited allowance for environmental
*(k*MUMS* jNS+S l0 M0U(*)+h QlVS* P-l+)MV(Jl+Jh *S'S+S 0Sj -/JJ()M/0
V/0)+/J +S,(M+S2S0)*b:243 Notably, this exception is qualified. It applies
only so long as the subsidy is (1) limited in time, (2) required on social
grounds and (3) does not cause any significant distortion in international
trade and investment.244 Finally, the principle also allows for fiscal
support for research and development of pollution prevention and
pollution control measures.245
With regard to the fossil fuel industry in the United States, the
exclusions from the statutory provisions discussed above are often not
time limited but permanent features of the relevant statutory structure. 246
Even where the law has contemplated some degree of limitation or
qualification, the exemptions have, in practice, been long-lived. More
significantly, perhaps, the case has not been compellingly made for any
/Q )NS SiVS-)M/0* )Nl) )NSh l+S P+S,(M+SU /0 */VMlJ O+/(0U*b:247 Even had
the case been made upon passage of the original statutes, that
determination would now likely be staleRillustrative of the structural
M2-/+)l0VS /Q )NS PJM2M)SU M0 )M2S: SJS2S0) /Q )NS SiVS-)M/0b

242 OECD POLLUTER PAY ANALYSIS, supra 0/)S HGFc l) HD fP9NM* j/(JU kS )NS Vl*Sc Q/+
example, when the additional expenditure incurred by polluting industries would result in holding
back regional development or adversely affecting the labour market. However, in the spirit of the
general principle approved, it is recommended that such exceptions are kept at the level and for the
time strictly necessary to reach the specific socio-SV/0/2MV /kLSV)M'S*b:eb
243 Id. at 5.
244 Id. These ideas, notably, are expressed in the conjunctive.
245 Id.
246 See, e,g, supra note 7 (discussing the Halliburton Loophole).
247 One author points out, at least in the criminal context, that some U.S. courts have
PlVK0/jJSUOSU )Nl) l -/JJ()S+ *N/(JU l**(2S the costs of pollution as a cost of doing business,
+l)NS+ )Nl0 VNl+OS )NS J/** )/ l jN/JJh M00/VS0) -l+)hb: !+lMO 4b #0US+*/0c Environmental
Enforcement, 9 UTAH B.J. 23, 23T24 (1996) (citing Branch v. Western Petroleum, 657 P.2d 267
(Utah 1982)). The author observes that the Western Petroleum Court (citing Atlas Chemic al
Industries, Inc. v. Anderson, Tex. Civ. App., 514 S.W.2D 309, 319 (1974), G$$2(, 524 S.W.2D 681
fIACEee /-M0SU )Nl) M) K0Sj /Q P0/ lVVS-)lkJS +(JS /Q L(+M*-+(US0VS jNMVN -S+2M)* )N/*S S0Oaged
in important and desirable enterprises to injure with impunity those who are engaged in enterprises
of lesser economic significance. The cost of injuries resulting from pollution must be internalized
by industry as a cost of production and borne by consumers or shareholders, or both, and not by the
M0L(+SU M0UM'MU(lJb: Id.
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The point of this analysis is not to suggest that sector-specific
exclusions from domestic environmental laws constitute violations of
normative international standards but rather to illustrate that the basic
principles of moral conduct and ethics that inform international law are
sharply at odds with the special treatment that the fossil fuel industry (and
others) enjoys in U.S. environmental regulatory programs. Nor do such
furtive subsidies conform to best practices when it comes to the
consideration of intergenerational justice, 248 the objective of which is to
ensure that each living generation:
! PU/S* 0/) (0U(Jh +S*)+MVt the options available to future generations
M0 */J'M0O )NSM+ -+/kJS2* l0U *l)M*QhM0O )NSM+ /j0 'lJ(S*:%
! P2lM0)lM0n*m )NS ,(lJM)h /Q )NS Sl+)N */ )Nl) M) M* -l**SU /0 M0 0/
j/+*S V/0UM)M/0 )Nl0 +SVSM'SU:Rand thereby recognizes that
future generations are PS0)M)JSU )/ l ,(lJM)h /Q )NS -Jl0S)
V/2-l+lkJS )/ )NS /0S S0L/hSU kh -+S'M/(* OS0S+l)M/0*:% l0U
! P-+/'MUSn*m M)* 2S2kS+* jM)N S,(M)lkJS +MON)* /Q lVVS** )/ )NS
JSOlVh Q+/2 -l*) OS0S+l)M/0*: l0U PV/0*S+'Sn*m )NM* lVVS** Q/+
Q()(+S OS0S+l)M/0*b:249
This is especially true considering the fact that our reliance on fossil
fuels, which furtive subsidies further encourage, is at the heart of perhaps
the most profound intergenerational injustice in human historyRglobal
climate change.250
Because Congress and the relevant federal agencies, in establishing the
current suite of furtive subsidies, have failed by and large to adequately

248 Burns H. Weston, Climate Change & Intergenerational Justice: Foundational Reflections,
9 VT . J. ENVTL L. 375, 383T89 (2008) (defining intergenerational justice and observing, among
/)NS+ )NM0O*c )Nl) P)NS+S M* 0/ )NS/+S)MVlJJh -Jl(*MkJS +Sl*/0 jNh +S2/)S (0k/+0 -S+*/0* *N/(JU 0/)
kS lVV/+USU USQS+S0VS M0 +/(ONJh )NS *l2S 2l00S+ l* -S+*/0* JM'M0O )/Ulh /+ *//0 )/ Q/JJ/j:eb
249 Id. at 396 (quoting EDITH BROWN WEISS, I N FAIRNESS TO FUTURE GENERATIONS:
INTERNATIONAL LAW, COM MON PATRIMONY, AND INTERGENERATIONAL EQUITY 38T39 (1989))
fM0)S+0lJ VM)l)M/0* /2M))SUeb 4M)N +SOl+U )/ S0S+Ohc )NM* M* 0/) 2S+SJh l0 M**(S /Q Q/**MJ Q(SJ6*
capacity to damage the environment; in light of the millions of years it takes fossil fuels to form, it
M* lJ*/ l ,(S*)M/0 /Q )NS M0NS+S0) M0)S+S*) /Q Q()(+S OS0S+l)M/0* M0 )NS `l+)N6* QM0M)S +S*/(+VS*b See
also David R. Hodas, Ecosystem Subsidies of Fossil Fuels, 22 J. LAND USE & ENVTL. L. 599, 599T
600, 604 (2007) (ok*S+'M0O )Nl) S0S+Oh M* l0 SV/*h*)S2 *S+'MVS M0'/J'M0O )NS P)+l0*Q/+2nl)M/0m /Q
kM/2l** M0)/ Q/**MJ Q(SJ*c: l0U jS +l+SJh V/0*MUS+ )NS M2-JMVl)M/0* /Q k(+0M0O Pl QSj OlJJ/0* /Q
-S)+/JS(2c jNMVN 0l)(+S *-S0) l N(0U+SU 2MJJM/0 hSl+* 2l0(QlV)(+M0O:e fM0)S+0lJ citations omitted).
The fossil fuels available now are all that the planet has to offer, essentially for all of the foreseeable
future (on human timescales at least). Policies that encourage imprudent extraction and use
consume this finite resource, diminishing its availability for human uses far into the future.
250 See supra note 43; CLIM ATE CHANGE 2014 SYNTHESIS REPORT SUM MARY FOR
POLICYM AKERS 6T8 (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2014) (discussing current
impact and future risks associated with greenhouse gas emissions, concluding that climate change
PjMJJ Vl(*S Q(+)NS+ jl+2M0O l0U J/0O-lasting changes in all components of the climate system,
M0V+Sl*M0O )NS JMKSJMN//U /Q *S'S+Sc -S+'l*M'S l0U M++S'S+*MkJS M2-lV)* Q/+ -S/-JS l0U SV/*h*)S2*:eb
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consider both these ethical principles, and the full range and scope of
M2-lV)* )Nl) M0U(*)+h6* Q(+)M'S *(k*Mdies might impose on communities
and on the public, corrective steps are needed. To that end, a more
deliberate framework is essential for assessing whether and when furtive
subsidies might be appropriate.
V. TOWARD A MORE DELIBERATE ASSESSMENT

OF F URTIVE SUBSIDIES

In light of the serious problems outlined above, and the likelihood of
more furtive subsidies under a Donald J. Trump presidential
administration and a Republican-controlled Congress, a more coherent
and consistent means of scrutiny is imperative. A comprehensive critical
framework should apply categorically to any newly proposed or
contemplated furtive subsidy, and should also be employed to evaluate
the appropriateness of existing regulatory exclusions in order to guide the
reconsideration and removal (or replacement) of existing furtive
subsidies. The outline below offers the central features of an analytical
Q+l2Sj/+K )Nl) V/(JU kS S2-J/hSU l* l P-(kJMV -/JMVh VNSVK: /0 l0h 0Sj
furtive subsidy (whether legislative or administrative). Moreover, these
factors should be employed to reexamine existing furtive subsidies as
well, and to assess their ongoing appropriateness, beginning with
subsidies of long-standing that may have become stale and subsidies that
create particularly harsh consequences for encumbered communities.
In particular, for each furtive subsidy the following questions should
be asked and satisfactorily answered before the subsidy may be adopted
(or, as to existing subsidies, in order to determine whether such subsidy
should persist):
! Whether a comprehensive and robust analysis has been conducted
justifying a public subsidy of any kind for the particular industrial
activity based the nature and extent of its public benefits.
! Whether the assessment justifying a public subsidy included
substantial
public
involvement
(including
meaningful
involvement of potentially affected communities). 251
! Whether, where there is a validly developed compelling
justification for a public subsidy of some kind, all manner of
potentially available subsidy options have been fully and
expressly considered (including, e.g., tax incentives, loan

251 \) M* )NM* l()N/+6* 'MSjc l* V/0*M*)S0) jM)N )NS kl*MV -+M0VM-JS* /Q -l+)MVM-l)/+h O/'S+0l0VS
and environmental justice, that the assessments of the appropriateness of furtive subsidies, to be
considered valid, must include meaningful involvement of the public, and especially of those
communities most likely to be affected.
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mechanism, research and development grants, direct monetary
subsidy, etc.).
Whether, where there is a validly developed compelling
justification for a public subsidy of some kind, there are
applicable provisions (or specific recommendations) that will
expressly limit the subsidy in time and/or ensure meaningful
periodic reevaluation.
Whether, in connection with a newly proposed or existing furtive
subsidy, the proposed subsidy relates to a program that involves
protection of public health or important environmental values the
loss of which would impose a cost on society.
Whether, in connection with a newly proposed or existing furtive
subsidy there has been a comprehensive examination of the
nature and severity of impacts that will or might result from each
regulatory exclusion of the relevant industrial activity.
Whether there has been a detailed assessment of where and in what
form the impacts of any new or existing furtive subsidy will be
felt.
Whether the furtive subsidy has the potential to impose non-trivial
burdens on discrete communities that are either in close
geographic proximity to pollution sources or that are located in
areas where the pollution effects may predictably occur.
Whether any communities likely to be affected are already subject
to disproportionate
environmental
burdens, or have
characteristics that might amplify the impacts of the expected
pollution-related effects.
Whether potentially affected communities have specifically
consented to the furtive subsidy, with full knowledge of its
potential impacts.
Whether potentially affected communities receive some special
benefits from the relevant industrial activity that are significantly
greater than those experienced by society more broadly.
Whether, in connection with a newly proposed or existing furtive
subsidy, an assessment has been performed to examine any
potential inter-generational justice implications (e.g., the
consumption or destruction of finite natural resources as to which
future generations may reasonably claim an interest).
Whether the relevant industry actor, or industry sector, already
receives significant benefits from other furtive subsidies, or from
other subsidies of any kind.
Whether it has been demonstrated, by clear and convincing
evidence, that a furtive subsidy (i.e., a regulatory exclusion) is
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substantively the only reasonable mechanism for encouraging the
beneficial industrial activity (for reasons other than procedural
ease of adoption).
! Whether the costs of avoiding the impacts on potentially affected
communities are clearly of such a magnitude that they could not
reasonably be borne (in whole or in part) by the relevant industry
actor, by the relevant industrial sector more broadly, by the
relevant marketplace (i.e., customers of the product or service),
by state or local taxpayers, by the federal taxpayers, or by any
combination of these resources.
Only in instances where, after application of this analytical framework,
a furtive subsidy in the form of a sector-specific regulatory exclusion is
shown to be the only reasonably available means of achieving the public
value of the industrial activity, and where the public good clearly
outweighs the cost to communities, should policymakers consider
adopting or retaining a furtive subsidy. Moreover, in any instance where
a proposal is made to adopt or retain such a subsidy, lawmakers should
assess (with meaningful public input) whether and to what extent
encumbered communities can be made whole by way of a corresponding
community subsidy directed at ameliorating the adverse effects of the
furtive industry subsidy.
VI. CONCLUSION
The problem of furtive subsidies is a serious one that undermines the
integrity of our environmental laws and sNlKS* )NS -(kJMV6* V/0QMUS0VS M0
the decency of our body politic. The fossil fuel industry, as much as any
other, has taken advantage of this odious tool for its own advantage, and
M) M* )M2S )Nl) jS V/0Q+/0) )NS QlJJlVh /Q )Nl) M0U(*)+h6* +SO(Jl)/+h
exceptionalism and hold it to the standards that embody our collective
environmental and public health values.

